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On 13 March 1978, the Committee on Budgets appointed Mr .Martin
BANGEMANN rapporteur on the draft general budget of the European
communities for the financial year 1979 (with particular reference to
Section III - commission).
On 17 March 1978, the European Parliament adopted its guidelines
for the budgetary and financial policy of the European Communities in
1979 (Part I:

General budgetary and financial policy problems,

institutional matters and budget law questions connected with the
revenue section - Doc. 3/78);

on 14 April 1978, it adopted Part II of

the guidelines (Sectoral and basic problems relating to budgetary and
financial policy - adoption of a position on the communication from the
Commission of the European Communities containing a global appraisal
of the budgetary problems of the Community - Doc. 54/78).
On 20 June 1978, the commissioner responsible for the budget
presented the preliminary draft general budget to the Committee on Budgets.
On 3 July 1978, the preliminary draft general budget was presented
to the plenary Assembly.
A delegation from the European Parliament met the Council on
18 July 1978.
The draft general budget of the European communities, drawn up by
the council, was forwarded to the European Parliament on 6 September 1978,
within the time limit laid down by the Treaties.
On 11 September 1978, the European Parliament referred this draft
budget to the committee on Budgets as the committee responsible, and
to the other committees which expressed a wish to deliver an opinion
on it.
On 28 September, the commission forwarded a preliminary draft letter
of amendment.

This document was submitted by the council on 9 October

as a draft (Doc. 377/78).
The draft general budget was considered in the presence of the
Commission and council on 20/21 September, 2/3 October and 16/17 October
1978.
The draft amendments and propaa~d modifications were considered by
committee on 16/17 October 1978.

tm.

At the same meeting the draft report

drawn up by Mr Bangemann was examined and the motion for a resolution was
adopted

unanimously with one abstention.
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Present:

Mr Lange, chairman~

Mr Aigner, vice-chairman:

Mr Bangemann, vice-chairman and rapporteur: Lord Bessborough,

Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Dalyell, Mr Dankert, Mr Frllh, Mr Meintz,
Mr B. Nielsen, Mr Radoux, Mr Ripamonti, Mr Rossi, Mr Schreiber, Mr Shaw,
Mr Spinelli, Mr Wllrtz and Mr Verhaegen (deputizing for Mr H.W. Mllller).
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A

The committee on Budgets hereby submits to the European Parliament the
following motion for a resolution together with explanatory statement:
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on the draft general budget of the European Communities for the financial

year 1979

The

European Parliament,

- having regard to the preliminary draft general budget of the European
Communities and in particular the general introduction to Section III
(Commission)

(COM(78)250) and the letter of amendment(COM(78)450),

- having regard to the draft general budget of the European Communitiaa for
1979 drawn up by the council and the council's explanatory membran4um
(Doc. 296/78) and to the letter of amendment (DOc. 377/78),
- having regard to the budgetary dialogue undertaken with the COltmiaaion and
Council, and in particular the outcome of the meeting between the delegation
from the European Parliament and the council on 18 July 1978,
- having regard to the guidelines adopted (Doc. 3/78 and Doc. 54/78),
- having regard to the report of the Committee on Budgets, the opinion• of

'
the other committees and the draft amendments and proposed modifiaetiona

annexed to this report (Doc.400/7m,
I•

Political significance of the 1979 budget

1.

Points out that the budgetary procedure for 1979 is the last before
direct elections and for this reason represents the conclueion of a
stage in the evolution of budgetary policy characterized by
(a)

the first steps towards financial autonomy,

(b)

the establishment of the Court of Auditors and

(c)

the extension of its budgetary powers

and has created a solid basis for the future work of the directly-elected
Parliament in the budgetary and financial spheres:
II.

cooperation between the..institutions in the budgetary 1ecto;
Discussions_on_the_~uidelines

2.

Hopes that the dialogue on the guidelines of the Commission and the
Parliament will be incorporated to a greater extent in the budgetary.
procedure properr
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3.

Also advocates a pragmatic and political dialogue between the ~o parts
of the budgetary authority directed towards the political and e~nomic
needs of the financial year in question;

4.

Points out with concern that in some cases the.Commission has not. taken
initiatives in time and has thereby put the ·Council in a position to
delete appropriations from the preliminary draft budget on the grounds
that there was as yet no proposal on which a decision could be b~aed:

5.

Rejects the Council's view, which the Commission unfortunately support,,
that as a rule appropriations must be justified by material legislative
decisiona; consequently insists that regulations should not be allowed
to anticipate budgetary decisions;
Imerovement_of_the_conciliation_erocedure

6.

Insists that the fundamental problems of the relationship between
legislative and budgetary powers should be resolved as soon as possible
by way of conciliation; will meanwhile ensure that it participates in
the legislative process, through the conciliation procedure provided
for in the joint declaration of 1975, wherever the financial
implications may prejudice budgetary decisions,

7.

Urges that the dialogue between the two parts of the budgetary authority
on the validity of the budget decision as a specific authorization to
incur expenditure be pursued until a satisfactory conclusion is reached,
so as to strengthen the functions of the Commission under Article 205
of the EEC Treaty; to this end has formulated the 'remarks' in such a
way as to distinguish those budget lines which can be directly implemented;

8.

Deplores the fact that the inadequate rate at which appropriations are
utilized deprives the executive power of the Commission of virtually any
meaning, and urges that the Commission should remedy the situation by
taking appropriate measures and making appropriate proposals;
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III. Progress on the structure of the budget

9.

Expresses once again its support for the budgetization of loans so that
a coherent Community policy can be pursued in this area, and is of the
opinion that Part II of Section III •commission' of the preliminary draft
budget represents a first step in this direction:
Global_nature_of_the_budset

10.

Again affirms its desire to bring together all the political activL~!ei
of the Conanunity in one budget and intends therefore to incorporate the
European cooperation Association (ECA) into the general staff structure
of the Commission:

11.

Points out in connection with the necessary budget transparency that the
meagre outflow of appropriations must lead to notional appropriations in
the budget:
Nomenclature

12.

Considers that the following comments are called for on the nomenclature
employed:
(a)

regards the presentation of research appropriations in Chapter 23

as correct as this limits the number of budgetary lines and leods
clarity to the layout of SectionIII, which in turn makes it easier
for the budgetary authority to take decisions on research
appropriations and
(b)

is unable to accept the nomenclature in respect of fishing policy,
and in particular the overlapping (Articles 860-862) of expenditu~e
on the EAGGF (Guidance Section) with expenditure on the new fiahe~ies
policy under Title 8 since this artificially inflates the agricultural
structure policy conducted until now by introducing a completely new
and different series of measures: proposes therefore the incl"sion
of policy on the sea including fisheries policy in a new Chapter 38;

(c)

considers inadmissible the inclusion in the expenditure section of
an appropriation entitled 'negative expenditure' to cover revenue
from the milk producers• co-responsibility levy (Article 628) under
Regulation (EEC) No. 1079/77: these funds should be entered
in the revenue section even if they are not subject to the principle
that revenue should not be earmarked for a specific purpose:
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Financial estimates
13.

Demands that a more pronounced political slant be given to the financial
estimates while acknowledging that the alternative calculations presented
this year have increased the budgetary authority's political options:
urges however that the estimates should be linked more closely to the
budgetary guidelines and other Community economy data, which is not
possible without a five-year planning period:
EuroEean_unit_of_account

14.

Takes the view that the European unit·of account has a central role to
play in the new move towards greater monetary cooperation in the
community:
supports in this connection the increased introduction of the European
unit of account in agricultural policy as this makes it possible to
remove the largest agro-monetary difficulties (monetary compensatory
amounts) on condition that undesirable effects for price policy and
social policy can be headed off in time:
therefore proposes that the European unit of account should be u1ed
progressively not only as an accounting unit but also as a transaction
unit and monetary unit:
Revenue_side_of_the_bud2et

15.

Issues a warning that any f~rther delay in the implementation of the
Sixth VAT Directive will jeopardize the financial autonomy of the
Community: points to the resolution of 16 June 1978 in which the
Commission is called upon to initiate the procedure provided for in
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty against the defaulting Member States:

16.

Fears that, with regard to the future extent of the budget as a result
of the budgetization of the European Development Fund and other Community
activities, the possibility of financing the community budget within the
ceiling of 1% of the basis for assessing VAT, laid down in the Treaty,
will soon be exhausted: therefore consider, it essential that the .
Commission should oresent forthwith its promised study of new sources·
of finance for the Community budget;
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IV.

1979 Budget
Volume

17.

Rejects the idea of an •austerity budget' and points out that this
concept adopted by the Conunission has been inappropriate from the start
and was also clearly rejected by the European Council in Br~men;

18.

1

Notes that both the preliminary draft and the triennial financial
estimates no longer correspond to the present political situation after
the two summit meetings in Bremen and Bonn and that the budgetary

19.

authority must try to update the draft as far as possible by submittinq amendments;
Criticises the Council for cutting down even this minimum Conunission
draft instead of modelling it on the decisions of the Heads of State
and Government;

20.

Points out that in view of the existing economic interdependence no
effective stimulation of investment activity will be achieved without
Community cooperation;
Conununit~_structural_J20lic~

21.

Sees the 1979 Community budget mainly as an instrument of medium-term
structural policy, giving particular emphasis to regions and sectors;
is convinced that on the one hand a common structural policy can further
those projects which will obviate the need for the temporary stabilization
of unprofitable branches of industry at great cost to national economies
and on the other hand that a Community structural policy can give
greater support to sectors of growth than would be possible by using
market mechanisms alone;

v.

The main aims of community activity

22.

Emphasizes that in the present difficult economic and labour market
conditions European social policy must be directed towards measures which
will increase the direct outflow of appropriations and the direct effect
of the policy on those concerned;

hopes that the Community package for

combating unemployment amongst yotmg people and women will be implemented
on this basis;

-
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Regional_policy
23.

calls for tangible strengthening of the regional policy effort to be
expressed in an increase of appropriationa for the Regional Fund,
tncluding the non-quota appropriations:
~2ricultural_structures

24.

calls for an extension of the agricultural structures policy since
'

{a)

despite efforts of Member States in this sphere there is still a
fundamental incongruity between agricultural price policy and
agricultural structures policy,

(b)

an improvement of agricultural structures could help to solve
structural surpluses,

(c)

an improvement of this kind is an absolute prerequisite for the
accession of Greece, Portugal and Spain:

therefore considers the letter of amendment inadequate,

25.

Takes the view that the common transport policy deserves much greater
attention than hitherto and demands concrete action in infrastructure
policy: is therefore prepared to give a clear indication to the
public, in the run-up to direct elections, that the technocratically
ponderous approach of the other institutions should be overcome:
P.olici_on_the_sea

26.

c·onsiders it necessary to launch a uniform Community policy on the sea
e.mbracing fishery policy, surveillance of maritime waters, inspection of
sea routes and protection of the maritime environment:

27.

c·onsiders it urgent that, on the basis of the outcome of the summit
conferences, the conunon energy policy should pursue three general aims:

28.

(a)

to reduce dependence on energy imports partly by creating a
European reserve of primary energy stocks,

(b)

to encourage alternative sources of energy,

(c)

to push through energy conservation programmes:

urges that announcements of a common industrial policy should at long last
be converted into practical policy: othe~ise expectations are aroused
which cannot be fulfilled:
PE 54.SOo'fin.
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En v.ironment _and_ consumer _Frotection
29.

Calls on the Comnussion to move on from the stage of preliminary
investigations and research work to a stage of realisation of tangible
results in the field of environment and consumer protection;
Research

30.

Believes that the separation of direct and indirect actions frequently
leads to artificial distinctions, which must be avoided, and that
programmes must be more closely linked to the Cormnunity's political
objectives;
Education

31.

Calls for a coherent education policy and has consequently undertaked
budgetary initiatives

(a)

to finance the European Foundation from community resources.fr~
the outset,

(b)

to provide a broader financial basis for the University Inatl'tute
in Florence and

(c)

to encourage language teaching and the exchange of· teachers ltiliit·•
..
pupils;
' '' }
.,,.

32.

.~.

Notes that the traditional development policy of the Conununity is ••tnf
complemented by a policy towards the non-aHociated de.,.loping'.1~tti
.. ,
,,
'

towards the countries of the MaghreQ, Maahrek and Israel, by coopera~on
with non-governmental organizations, by an increase in food aid a~4-~·
cooperation with the developing countries in respect of ener9y.poli~1
33.

Therefore believes that the Community should reformulat& the general·
principles of its policy and sees a good opportunity for. thu in tne.
forthcoming renegotiation of the Lome Convention; here the fo~:1owing
questions must be answered:
L•

,,

(a)

what importance does the Community give to the main.tet1ance-of._hjulan
rights and how is it to ensure that human rightR are observed,

(b)

what forms of economic cooperation (energy, raw materials, seabed
mining) can be developed,

(c)

what ~pportunities for evaluation exist and can be ~tilized,
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(d)

what development policy activities carried on by Member States
could be transferred to Community level;

34.

Asks at all events for an increase in appropriations to give this aid real
political significance and for an improvement in allocation procedures to
speed up the outflow of funds;

from the technical point of view, proposes

the use in the future for food aid of commitment authorizations and a
different formulation for the 'remarks';
Enlargement
35.

calls for the creation of a special reserve in Title 10, Chapter 101, to
fund the financial preparations for enlargement in the period leading up
to accession itself;

VI.

The development of agricultural expenditure

36.

Points to the various proposed solutions made in the past to monitor and
curb agricultural expenditure;

considers however that there must first

be a pragmatic approach to develop closer links between budgetary and
agricultural policy, as symbolized by the creation of a joint working
party of the committees responsible;
37.

Takes the view that in the preliminary stage an information system should
be set up to sound an alarm when during the budgetary year certain
budgetary appropriations are relatively overdrawn;

this warning would

make it possible to resort more rapidly to politically acceptable and
feasible measures;

VII. Staff and material expenditure
38.

Regrets that the staff policy of the institutions and in particular of
the Commission is characterized by a very low level of internal and
inter-institutional mobility and in this respect calls for increased
efforts regardin~ vocational training measures and the a>nnected promotion
opportun.i t1_es;

39.

Recognizes that the new areas of Commission activity cannot be tackled
by staff transfers alone:

is however unahle to approve blanket increases

in the number and grade of posts, since such increases result in an
uncontrolled personnel policy;

has therefore - without interfering with

the Commission's organizational prerogatives - approved extra posts in
respect of new operations, to be allocated specifically to certain
departments;

- 12 -
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Considers it necessary to make greater savings in material expen~iture
particularly on

40.

ta) installation costs
(b) rents
and therefore proposes:
(a)
the holding of inter-.institutional competitiom and
(b) inveAtigation of the possibilities of taking over ownership
of buildings:
Prospects for the directly elected Parliament

VIII.

41.

Notes that the directly elected Parliament will find that the terrain
as regards budgetary and financial policy has bean well prepared and
that budgetary powers have been established which can be further
developed: a basis has been laid by the two parts of the budgttary
authority for a kind of two-chamber system: apart from budgetary
decisions proper, budgetary powers are also exerted in the material
legislative sphere through the conciliation procedure applied in the
case of legal acts with appreciable financial implications:

42.

Therefore considers that future developments .should be baaed on the
present situation rather than on futile attempts to produce abstract
models, and stresses in this connection the special nature of the
development of the European Community which does not admit imita~ion
of national models:

43.

Proposes that in taking this path the following principles should be
observed:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

the decision-making process of the Community must be made transparent
and clearly subject to democratic scrutiny,
it must not be allowed to be blocked by the inaction of one body,
the policy of the Community should not be seen only 11 a
complement to or coordination of national policies,
to the extent to which it takes over tasks from the Member States
it must provide for suitable scrutiny:

- 13 -
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44.

Believes that the budgetary procedure for the 1980 budget must conform
with the present conditions irrespective of the date of direct elections:
Administrative structures

-------------------------

45.

calls on the administrations of all the institutions to adjust their
administrative structures to the new characteristics of a directlyelected European representative assembly 1

0

0

IX.

Conclusions

46.

Therefore proposes:
(a)

0

that the nomenclature of the budget should be amended in accordance
with the proposed amendments,

(b)

that appropriations for payments should be fixed at a level of

appropriations for

m EUA and
commitments at a level of
(c)

47.

m EUA,

that consequently the percentage level of the basis of assessment
for VAT should be fixed at

Instructs its President to forward to the Council
- the amended draft budget
- the resolution
- the minutes of today's sitting and
- the report of the Committee on Budgets.
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B

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION - 25_YEARS_OF_EFFORT_AND_STRUGGLE_TO_MAKE_COMMUNITY_FINANCES
MORE DEMOCRATIC

1.

The dir~ctly elected European Parliament will from the outset have

a

budgetary inEtrument that, if not complete, is at least sufficiently developed
to enable it to exercise effective supervision over the Commission in an area
which, as hiEtory has shown, is essential to the construction of parliamentary
democracy.
This state of affairs is exceptional enough to justify giving a
brief summary of the events leading up to it 1 •
"
A.

Developrr.ent o'f the Community budget

2.

Although originally the ECSC Treaty made provision for a genuine budgetary

structure, it was quite different from the traditional budget of parliamentary
democracies and was primarily the responsibility of the High Authority.

In

1957, however, Parliament managed to become involved in the procedure for fixing
the ECSC levy.

It subsequently introduced a procedure for granting a discharge

in respect of the implementation of the ECSC operational budget.
3.

The budgetary procedure laid down in the Treaties of Rome for the EEC and

Euratom was more like the traditional budget in form.

But the original

distribution of powers among the institutions left very little scope for
parliamentary' control.

Admittedly, Parliament had the right to propose

modifications to the draft budget, but in fact the council took very little
notice of them and during the first few years adopted the budget practically
on its own.
4.

After t~e signing of the Treaties of Rome, the financing of Community

activities was very haphazard and there was a motley assortment of financial
1
instruments: ECSC, administrative expenditure, Euratom, various EEC funds
(EDF, ESF, EAGGF), EIB.
By incorporating most of these instruments in the
general budget, the 1965 Merger Treaty provided one of the first prerequisites
for parliamentary control:
5.

an integrated budget.

The problem of financing the EAGGF gave rise to the question of whet~er

the Communities should have their own resources, as provided for in Article
201 of the EEC Treaty.

1 See Daniel STRASSER's 'Les Finances de l'Europe'.
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Initiatives taken by the Conunission and representations made by
Parliament both in the Community institutions and in the national parliaments
succeeded in overcoming the reservations of some Member States.
6.

The Treaty and decision of April 1970 provided the foundation for the

Comm.unity's financial autonomy and conferred responsibility for its developm~nt
and management to a budgetary authority in which Parliament soon acquired a
larger say.
7.
At the same time as this institutional development of the budget took
place, the volume of Conununity expenditure increased appreciably.
After an
initial period when the volume fluctuated between 50 and 100m u.a., it gradually
increased until it has now reached the point where its economic role can no
longer

be ignored.

(

This is especially true in some sectors, although its role

is often limited to providing incentives.
B.

The main steps towards establishing the Community's budgetary power

8.

The European Parliament's acquisition of genuine budgetary powers and its

election by direct universal suffrage constitute one of the main steps towards
making the Community more democratic.

The two aspects are closely connected:

it will be remembered that the opponents of direct elections tried to baffle
the Assembly with logic byclaiming that without any real powers it could not
be directly elected and that unless it was directly elected, it could not be
given any far-reaching powers.
9.
The deadlock was broken in 1970 when, thanks to the faith and tenacity of
some of its Members, Parliament was granted its first budgetary powers of any
significance.
When these powers were confirmed in 1975, it was possible to
re-open the case for direct elections, which culminated in the Council decision
of 20 September 1976.
-

0

-

10.
This is not the place to go into all the ups and downs of the great trek
towards achieving budgetary powers, but it would perhaps be useful to reca11·
the basic principles and main stages.

.
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'

11.

Together with the protection of individual liberties, the role und

raison d'etre of any parliamentary institution is without question its right
to levy taxes and then to determine and supervise the expenditure of revenue.
12.

At Com:.uunity level, only a democratic institution can exercise this

right,and it is difficult to imagine it conferred jointly on six, nine or
twelve natio~al parliaments.
Moreover, since 1970, the Community has
gradually adopted a system of own resources, i.e. its revenue is now obtained
directly fro~ national resources without going through national budgets or
even being a~thorized by the parliaments of the Member States.

Increased

democratic control of these resources is therefore needed.
13.

The ex~rcise of budgetary powers in the Community has thus already to

a large extent become the responsibility of Parliament alone.
What_sort_of_budgetari_Eowers?

14.
A brie= summary of the main stages in the development of budgetary
powers in the Community will show how much progress Parliament has made.
1.
15.

The original system
Under the system originally provided for in the EEC Treaty, the budget

was financed entirely by contributions from the Member States calculated in
accordance with a special scale.
Most of the budgetary power was in the hands of the Council of Ministers.
16.

Each year, the draft Community budget drawn up by the Council was submitted

to the European Parliament.

Parliament could propose modifications to th~

draft; the Council discussed them with the Commission and adopted the budget
by a qualified majority.
Parliament's budgetary powers were more or less
limited to forcing the Council to give some parts of the draft budget a second
reading, after which the Council acted by the same majority as that needed to
draw up the draft budget.
Control of implementation of the budget was
exercised by the Council, which alone granted a discharge to the Commission and
informed Parliament of the fact.

- 17 -
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2.
17.

The abortive reform of 1965
In 1965, when the system of financing the common agricultural policy

was introduced, a first attempt to create own resources and at the same time
increase Par~iament's budgetary powers failed for political reasons, but the
Council unde~took to initiate the procedure laid down in Article 201, i~e. to
replace fina~cial contributions by own resources.
3.

18.

The first revision in

1970

Financ~al contributions were gradually replaced by own resources under

the Council's decision of 21 April 1970, and the Treaty of 22 April 1970 provided
for a corresponding strengthening of the Assembly's budgetary powers.

The

budgetary procedure was thus modified and provision made for two systems, the
first to be applied during the interim period (1971 to 1975) and the second as
from 1975.
19.

Basica~ly, the interim procedure embodied the former 'second reading'

system, but ~orced the Council to decide either to reject a proposed modification
not increasing the overall expenditure of an institution or to accept a proposed
modification increasing expenditure, after which the Council established that
the budget had been finally adopted.
The procedure applicable as from 1975, when the Community's budget was
to be financed entirely by own resources, granted Parliament further powers and
introduced a proper budgetary consultation procedure between Parliament and the
Council.
Parliament had the right to amend expenditure 'not necessarily
20.

resulting from the Treaties or from acts adopted in accordance therewith';
subject to certain majority requirements, Parliament had the last word on this
type of expenditure, which however represented only a small fraction of the
total budget - estimated to be 3.5% in 1970 (and 13% in 1974) - and was moreover
subject to a maximum annual rate of increase.
Parliament could also propose
modifications 'relating to expenditure necessarily resulting from the Treaty or
from acts adopted in accordance therewith' but it was the Council which had
the final say on them.
Finally, under this procedure it was up to the Assembly
'to declare that the budget had been finally adopted.
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The Treaty of 22 April 1970 also laid down that, during the interim
period and the 'final' period 'the Council and the Assembly shall give a
discharge to the Commission in respect of the implementation of the budget'.
4.
21.

The second revision in 1975
The abolition of national contributions as from 1975 weakened the

control exercised by the national parliaments.

At that time the only form

of democratic control over adoption and implementation of the Community budget
was thus that exercised as described above by the European Parliament.
However, som~ Member States and Parliament itself felt that its powers of
control were unduly limited, and the Council undertook to reconsider possibly
strengthenins· Parliament's budgetary powers for the so-called 'final' period,
i.e. as from 1975.

Long anc difficult negotiations culminated in the Treaty of 22 July 1975.
22.

Parlian.ent's powers of authorization were increased in that the Council

required a larger majority to reject the Assembly's proposed modifications and
Parliament obtained the right, if there were important reasons, to reject the
draft budget as a whole and ask for a new draft to be submitted to it.
23.

As regards control, Parliament alone was given the right, acting on a

mere recommendation from the Council, to grant a discharge in respect of
implementation of the budget.

A Court of Auditors was also created to 'examine

whether all revenue has been received and all expenditure incurred in a lawful
and regular manner and whether the financial management has been sound'.
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PART ONE:

THE BUDGETARY POWERS OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
ON 'l'HE EVE OF DIRECT ELBC'.£I0NS

r.

The stQte of relations between the budgetary institutions

A.

Cooper~tion between Parliament and Council in the context
of the budgetary authority

24.

The winning, by the European Parliament, of certain budgetary powers

has createc a dichotomy in the decision-making process of the Conununity
whereby, over budgetary matters, Parliament now has the last word while
over legislative matters the last word remains with the Council.

------------

25.

--

-

--------

It is clear that such a dichotomy could give rise to conflict.

It

is not the intention of your rapporteur or of Parliament to seek a
means of transforming Parliament's budgetary powers into legislative
ones.

It is his view that the distinction laid down in the treaties

must remain.

In practice, each institution must respect the

powers held by the other and not use its powers to usurp or undermine
the rights given to the other.
26. The budgetary powers of the Parliament are laid out from article 199
to article 209 of the Treaty. It has become apparent that the key to this
relationship between the legislative powers of Council and the budgetary
rights of Parliament is contained in article 205 of the Treaty the first
paragraph of which states:
- -----

-

-

---

-------

-------------

"The Commission shall implement the budget, in accordance with the
provisions of the regulations made pursuant to Article 209, on its
own responsibility and within the limits of the appropriations."
A clear and unambiguous interpretation of this Article, shared by the
different institutions, has been shown to be of vital importance in the
last few years.

Parliament has been obliged to observe that the development

of budgetary policy and its own budgetary powers have been hampered and,
to a certain extent, undermined as a result of:
the failure of the Commission to implement the budget as voted:
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the conferring on inter-governmental organisations of a decisionmakiny role as regards the release of Community funds to finance
projects, approved under Community regulations ("management committees);
the attempt to predetermine non-compulsory expenditure by the setting
of a ceiling on appropriations in regulations.
27.

These related problems clearly affect the interinstitutional balance

and have become a major source of concern for the Committee on Budgets and
the European Parliament.

As representatives of the Committee have been

obliged to make frequent representations to the Commission and to the Council
on these two points, it has been agreed that a conciliation procedure should
take place.

A conciliation procedure should begin in the autumn and should

continue as :ong as necessary to resolve the problems.
28.

The essential views of Parliament have been expressed in the Opinion

of the Commi~tee on Budgets, drawn up by Mr AIGNER,' (PE 47.932) on the
interpretation of Article 205 for the attention of the Committee on Legal
Affairs, and in the Report tabled by Mr COINTAT on the interinstitutional
dialogue for 1978 (Doc. 150/78).

Mr LANGE, Chairman of the Committee on

Budgets, drew up a working document (PE 52.740) on the problems linked with
the execution of the budget for the ad hoe working group.

29.

The conclusions of this document, which were accepted, first by the

ad hoe working group, then by the Committee on Budgets and then by Parliament
as a whole, can be summarised as follows:
----- - - - -

(i)

. -------------

'

that in certain cases, still to be defined, the budget can constitute
a legal basis for activities undertaken by the Executive;

(ii)

that ~he classification should be established to distinguish between
those budgetary lines where appropriations can be committed without
a separate legislative basis and those which require such a basis.
This list should be established on the basis of common agreement
between the Council and Parliament;

(iii)

that neither the Council nor inter-governmental management committees
should interfere with the Commission's right to implement the budget
by deciding on individual projects in the context of common policies;

(iv)

that the management committees' procedures should be reviewed in order
'

to avoid the weakening of the Commission's executjye powers.

-
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30.

The Commission's reaction to this document has been submitted in the

form of a reply to the report drawn up by Mr COINTAT on the interinstitutional
1
dialogue and which was forwarded on 28 July 1978.
This document reiterates
certain points already made by Mr TUGENDHAT in the debate on 11 October 1977
on the implementation of the Community budget for 1977.

His statement to the

plenary was annexed to the minutes of the Conciliation Committee held on
7 and 22 November and 7 December 1977 on the Financial Regulation's review
and on the general budget for 1978.

Furthermore, the Commission has included

a page of remarks on the principles of entering new policies in the budget in
2
Volume VIIA of the preliminary draft budget.

31.

The Commission's views on these problems can be summarised as follows:

(i)

that a budget entry represents a necessary but not always sufficient
condition for the commitment of expenditure;

(ii)

that a legislative basis is required for acts of Community policy, and
this basis should be enshrined in the remarks column of the budget;

(iii) that where disagreements occur, the conciliation procedure should be
introduced;
(iv)

that for the management committees it is proposed that they should have
a purely advisory role in the non-agricultural sectors (for agriculture
the Commission believes that the conferring on those committees of
certain suspensive powers is legally defensible);

(v)

that freezing of appropriations by the European Parliament amounts to
an abuse of power.

32.

Your rapporteur regrets that the Commission adopts a narrow legalistic

approach to what he believes to be a political problem.

Furthermore, the

Commission does not appear to acknowledge the strength of feeling which
exists within the European Parliament as regards its determination to defend
its budgetary rights.
33.

Moreover, the Comnission is not completely consistent.

The very fact

that the Commission envisages the possibilities of difference of opinion
about the legal basis, with recourse to the conciliation procedure, makes
it clear that it acknowledges that certain kinds of budget entry do not
require a supplementary legal basis.

Everything, according to the Commission,

hinges on what is defined as "Community policy" nor is the Commission
completely consistent even within the bounds of its own definitions, as
we shall see.

1
2

XIX/402/78
Page 101
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34.

Without in any way calling into question the positions adopted by the

European Parliament, unanimously, and on several occasions, as regards the
problems lin~ed with the implementation of the budget, and whilst not wishing
to prejudge ~n any way the results of the conciliation procedure with Council
and the Commission, your rapporteur would like to advance certain ideas
which could, if accepted, act as a guideline to Parliament's attitude and
decisions during the 1979 budgetary procedure.

--The inabilitv of the Commission to implement the budget as voted

35.

The dilemma for Parliament's rapporteur, and for the institution as a

whole, is that, on the one hand, it is wished to stimulate new activities
by entering 3ppropriations for new lines in the budget for which no
legislative ~asis exists and, on the other hand, that Parliament's rights
to increase the budget are, in any case, limited and, therefore, it will be
particularly regrettable if part of that margin were unused as a result of
votes for budgetary lines neither the Commission nor the Council accept
that it is possible to implement in the budget.

36.

This problem has emerged in each of the four budge~ary exercises since

1975.

It became particularly acute in 1977 and 1978.

The overall situation,

as regards Parliament's amendments to the 1978 budget is, of course, not yet
known.

As regards 1977, at any rate, it would appear that a considerable

part of the extra appropriations voted by Parliament, with the agreement of
Council, during the 1977 budgetary procedure, went unspent.

Given the

intense debate, both within the institution and between it and Council and
the Commission, to establish its rights for increasing expenditure, it is
particularly exasperating to find that those hard fought for rights are
devalued as a result of basic flaws in the decision-making processes of the
Community which are in no way Parliament's responsibility.
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37.

Your rapporteur believes that the problem posed can only be resolved

by political means.

Legal opinions may differ as to the exact significance

of Article 205, but it is clear that the political will must be established
to overcome the difficulties outlined.

38.

Indeed, this political, even pr~gmatic, approach has been adopted by the

institutions over the question of the appropriations voted for aid to
•
---l- -non-associated developing countries, as well as for various other lines.
For the past three years, Parliament has used its last word to vote
appropriations for this line (Article 930) following a Connnission p~oposal
of 5 March 1975 (COM(75) 95 final) and following a fairly general Council
resolution of 16 July 1974.

The remarks column of the budget refers to

this basis for action and describes the kind of projects to be undertaken.

39.

Since March 1975, and despite the rapid rendering of an Opinion by the

European Parliament and frequent appeals by Parliament to Council to adopt
the overall regulation, no final decision on the regulation has been taken.

2

So in the view of Council a sufficient legal basis did not exist for actions
to be financed from the budget.

Parliament, on the other hand, believes that

given the nature of the activity and the way in which the remarks column

had been phrased and, ahove all, the fact that Council and Parliament had
agreed to the entering of appropriations in the context of the annual
budgetary procedure, that this expenditure should be committed.

The Commission,

in 1976 and 1977, hesitated considerably before committing funds.
40,

It publicly averred that this hesitation was the result of its desire

to await Council adoption of the draft regulation which would serve as the
legal basis for committing expenditure and act as an indication to the Third
World that the Community intended to persevere with aid to the non-associated
developing countries.

This hesitation almost certainly also resulted from

the fears in the Commission that it might be taken to court by Council for
overstepping its powers.

1
2

Article 256 "pre consultations with trade unions" Chapter 59
"Aid to disaster victims in the Commlln:i.tv etc."
At the time of drafting, Council has just emitted its connnon guidelines
which will be the subject of a conciliation pro~edure with Parliament.

-
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41.

Nonetheless, after this hesitation the Commission did proceed to commit

funds and it is noteworthy to observe that it did this for largely political
reasons, despite its doubts about the legal position.

According to the

reply of Mr CHEYSSON, then both Commissioner for the budget and for
development, during the debate on 16 June 1976, the Commission felt able
to spend this money because at that stage it had not submitted proposals
(it simply addressed a communication to the Council on general policy
guidelines).

Therefore, according to the Commission, no decision on the

proposals was necessary and agreement between the institutions on establishing
the 1976 budget with the remarks associated with Article 930, acted in itself
as sufficient grounds.

42.

Why then does the Commission not follow this procedure invariably?

Why, for example, as regards the implementation of expenditure in the energy
and indus~rial policy sectors, has the Commission almost always awaited
specific Council decisions on draft regulations submitted, even to the point
of not implementing the budget (aerospace, coal for power-stations etc)?
43.

It seems to your rapporteur that the Commission's relative boldness

over Article 930 was a consequence of the strength of this particular file.
A gamble was taken that the Council would be too politically embarrassed,
particularly vis-a-vis third countries, over its own failure to decid~ to
challenge the Commission's right to spend the appropriations voted.
dossier was almost a political imperative.

The

Furthermore, the remarks column

of the budget emphasised the ad hoe nature of the projects and did not, in
any way, call for a legislative basis to be established.

The only condition

that was proposed (for the 1977 budget) was that the appropriations should
be frozen, to be released by the European Parliament after the "appropriate
contacts" had been established with Commission and Council.
44.

The incident shows, therefore, that political rather than legal criteria

are used by all three institutions when it comes to decisions relating to
the implementation of the budget.
45.

Your rapporteur believes that a general political solution will have

to be found to this problem in the context of the conciliation procedure
already proposed.

This agreement will have to take account of the

impending election of the European Parliament by di~ect universal suffrage
when it would no longer be politically conceivable to seek to cut back on
Parliament's budgetary powers by using its absence of legislative control
as an obstacle to the implementation of the budget.
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B.

The 6evelopment of the budqetary:procedure

46.

For the 1979 budgetary procedure·it is unlikely that final agreement

on the principles will be attained.

~our rapporteur has, therefore, felt

it his duty to make certain practical suggestions which should guide
Parliament in order to achieve a budget which is capable of being fully
implemented.

47.• In the framing of preliminary draft and draft amendments it will be
particularly necessary to recall the importance of the remarks column of
the budget.

Remarks accompany the budgetary line, in accordance with the

provisions of Article 16 of the Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977.
The content of the remarks is decided through the budgetary procedure and
the last word over the remarks, at least as regards those associated with
non-compulsory items, has been conferred, in practice, on the European
Parliament.

It is because of this that the European Parliament has, for

several years, been able to attach conditions to spending, such as the
freezing of appropriations, to be unfrozen with the agreement of the
Parliament.

Despite certain doctrinal hesitations on the part of the Council

and the Commission, this precedent is now well established.
48.

The remarks usually provide the authorisation for the Commission to

spend the appropriations by indicating the legal context for the line, as
well as any conditions for implementation (such as freezing).
context varies from item to item.

That legal

For example, a subsidy for pre-

consultations with trade unions (Article 256) can be accompanied simply
with a statement of the purpose of this expenditure.

Others will state

the appropriate Treaty articles providing a general context for Community
action and different Council decisions and Commission recommendations.
49.

To take a new and developing sphere of activity, the energy sector,

it is apparent that a variety of types of remarks exists.

For example,

for joint projects in the prospection of hydrocarbons (Item 3201) the
Commission bases the expenditure simply on a draft regulation submitted by
it in 1974.

The absence of a definitive decision on this regulation has

not prevented the Commission from implementing the budget.

SO.

For the Community energy saving programme

(Item 3240) where the proposal

was submitted to Council in 1977, the Commission appears to be waiting for
a decision from Council on this proposal.

For coal gasification and

liquefaction (Item 3241), on the other hand, no legal basis appears in the
budget whatsoever and, therefore, theoretically at any rate, the only
conditions emitted on the spending of the appropriations are those contained
in the budgetary heading itself.
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------

51.

-------

-------- ---------

-----------------

What should be clear to the institutions from this situation is that

where no extra conditions are imposed in the :c.em.arks column. of the budget,
the Commission should implement the budget within the limita laid down.
Even where a supplementary legal act is necessary then the
Commission should undertake preliminary work to create the conditions
whereby an immediate start on the projects can be made, once that act
has been established. 1

52.

In the rapporteur's view, when each and every amendment comes up for

examination within the Committee·on Budgets, the Commission and/or Council
representatives should inform the Committee when, in their view, this
amendment could not be implemented as the situation stands now and what
action would need to be taken before implementation could be achieved.

Where

no such statement is made, or where the Commission and/or Council exp_re-ssly
states that the line can be implemented under present conditions, it is to
be assumed that the amendment can be carried into effect without further
action.
53.

Where the Council or the Commission states that as things stand the

budgetary line can not be implemented, in the absence of a Council decision,
then this wiil be an extra element of information to be taken into account
by the budgetary authority.

It would also be a matter for discussion during

the budgetary collaboration meetings.

One could fully envisage that

concessions could be made on either side on particular items as part of a
general agreement in December.
54.

In the view of your rapporteur, it is vital that for the 1979 budgetary

procedure, the ambiguity of the present situation is overcome.

If it is

not overcome, then distrust between the institutions grows and the development
of budgetary policy is hindered.

The budget, as adopted at the end of the

year, should be one in which no doubts persist as to whether or not it can
be carried out.

Parliament will be increasingly reluctant to vote funds for

lines where experience has shown that the lines are not implemented by the
Commission.

,.
1 The Commission has a good example of this in "Financial operations

in Transport infrastructure projects" (Art,icle 378) which is·
divided between Item 3780 (Studies preliminary to the financial
measures) where it hopes this year to conunit appropriations,
a·nd Item 3781 (Financial support for projects) where only a token
entry figures in the 1978 Budget.

-
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55.

In order to give an extra impulsion to the budget, your rapporteur will

be making specific proposals for certain ad hoe or once-and-for-all measures
which will not require the application of the full legislative process but
which will provide the Commission with an authorisation on the basis of the
general principle~ the aims of the Treaty and, of course, the ioint
decision of the budgetary authority.

c.
56.

Coordination between budgetary and legislative power
Your rapporteur has tried to suggest a practical and pragmatic means

of resolving the current difficulties concerning the implementation of the
budget arising from Council's pre-eminence in the legislative sphere and
Parliament's powers in the budgetary domain.
57.

Neither legally nor politically is it acceptable that there should be

a kind of rivalry between legislative and budgetary powers.

A

mutual respect

of the competences of the different institutions necessitates coordination
of those powers.
58.

The Commission should take its responsibilities here.

It should only

make proposals for expenditure in the preliminary draft budget for those
budgetary lines where it has already made a proposal for a programme of
action, which has already received a favourable reaction from at least the
European Parliament.

Sometimes the Commission places an amount in the

preliminary draft budget, and then subsequently comes forward with proposals
for action in the autumn.

Given the speed ot the Community's legislative

process, it is not realistic to imagine that the institutions will have agreed
on that action programme in time for the expenditure to be committed during the
following financial year.

It is to be hoped that the Commission will abide

by its statement of intent in Volume VIIA of the preliminary draft budget,
page 101, that it will enter appropriations where it has submitted its
proposal by 15 June of the previous year.
improvement.

This would certainly represent an

However, already in certain cases (aid to intra-Community trade

in coal) where a large sum was included in the preliminary draft, no definitive
proposal has yet been made by the Commission, which is relying on a very
general Communication, which it itself recognises would not provide a sufficient
legal basis.
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59.

Where council's delay causes the Commission to hesitate before committing

expenditure, Commission and Parliament should react in the appropriate
manner.

The commission should examine the possibilities of recourse to

Article 175 of the Treaty, inviting the Council to act.

It seems to your

rapporteur that a threat to the impl~mentation of the budget fulfills the
criterion set out in the first para~raph of Article 175.

Parliament should

use the political weapons at its disposal by drawing public attention to
any dilatoriness on the part of Council and by, if necessary, invoking a
conciliation procedure.

60.

Through this improved coordination it should be possible to overcome

the artificial conflict between legislative and budgetary power that has been
created.

Council must face up to the fact that the small but significant

powers that have been accorded to Parliament in the budgetary domain are going
to be abandoned by neither the present Parliament nor the directly elected
Parliament.

However, Parliament is fully prepared to enter into discussions

with the Council and with the Commission in order to coordinate the exercise of
its budgetary competences with those in the legislative domain held by Council.
Your rapporteur welcomes Commissioner TUGENDHAT's approach that the conciliation
procedure should be used on individual lines where problems of implementation arise

61.

In addition your rapporteur proposes a first practical improvement

relating to the remarks which,in their present form,
to meet Parliament's requirements.

do not appear to him

They do not show with the necessary

clarity:
- whether and to what

extent additional decisions are required for the

utilization of specific appropriations;
- what stage has been reached in the preparation of the corresponding

decisions.

62.

In cases where further decisions are required,

the remarks concerned

should systematically be introduced by the following formula:
'The appropriation is based on
- Commission proposal
- Opinion of the European Parliament ...
- Council decision
The appropriation is intended for'

(the normal text follows at this point)
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63.

Where items of the budget can be directly implemented, the remarks

shoul<.l b,•4in with Lile w,11 ds:

'This appropriation will be

llS<'d

by the

Commission to finance the following measures'.
64.

These two formulae will make it clear in which instances

- a legislative decision already exists;
- a legislative decision is in preparation;
the European Parliament has already delivered its opinion;
- no additional decision is required apart from the budgetary decisions.
65.

The Committee on Budgets will table corresponding amendments to achieve

greater budgetary transparency in respect of the legislative activities
which are needed in certain cases for budgetary management purposes.

For

practical reasons it will however confine itself, in the case of the 1979
financial year, to showing clearly in the remarks those budget lines which
require no additional legal acts for their implementation.

The Commission

is requested to systematically present the remarks in the above form in
the case of the 1980 budget.
The conferring· on inter-governmental orga·nrzatiorrs of a: deci:-sion:a.making ·
role as regards· the relea·se of Cbmmani:ty f·unds to··finance··prptects,
approved under Community regulations ("management conunittees")

6·6. The Commission's tendency to confer on inter-governmental organisations
(the management committees) a decision-making role as regards the release
of funds to finance projects in the context of Community regulations has
already met with a firm riposte from the Committee on Budgets and Parliament.
67• The concrete expression of this was in the report drawn up by Mr RYAN
on a proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council
for a Regulation laying down general rules for the financing of certain
intervention by the EAGGF Guarantee Section (Doc. 78/78), in which it was
agreed that where a dispute arose on any aspect of the approval of such
projects between the Commission and the Management Committee, then that
dispute should be referred equally to Cquncil and Parliament, as the budgetary
authority, for arbitration..

The Commission could only be overruled by

Council and Parliament.
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68. In the reply to the debate on the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council for a regulation on a common measure for
forestry in certain dry Mediterranean zones of the Community, at which time
Mr HANSEN, on behalf of the Committee on Bufgets, had tabled an amendment
along the same lines at those contained in the report by Mr RYAN, the
Commission stated in the plenary (7 July 1978) that they would be prepared
to accept the Parliamentary amendment, at least pending the conciliation
procedure on the problems linked with implementing the budget.

69. For management committees set up in the non-agricultural sphere, your
rapporteur notes the Commission's intention stated in its replies to

Mr COINTAT's report, that it will only propose consultative powers for these
bodies.

Parliament will seek to hold the Commission to its word.
the attempt to predetermine non-compulsory expenditure by the setting
of a ceiling on appropriations in regulations

70. Another irritant is the Commission's keenness

in certain areas of policy,

notably research, for placing at Article 2 in the draft regulation or
programme a ceiling for expenditure, even though any expenditure arising is of
a non-compulsory nature and, therefore, within the last word powers of the
European Parliament.

The argument that such an approach is a guarantee to

third pnrties or for Lht~ Commission ilself that the appropriate funds will
be available, .Ls not valicl bec,,usc Parl.tament, in c1ny case, possesses the

right, unde~ its bud9etary powers, to withhold expenditure or to increase the
annual appropriation.

71. At practically every session of the European Parliament this question

is raised and currently a whole series of draft programmes has been submitted
with this ''ceiling" included within Article 2 of the draft regulation.

It

must be explained to the Commission that Parliament cannot tolerate an
interference with its budgetary rights and will not consider itself bound
by any attempt to include ceilings within regulations for expenditure of the
non-compulsory type, which it remains perfectly at liberty to alter during
the budgetary procedure.

72. There

has

recent monthr;.

Leen, however, some evolution of the Commission's attitude in
For the proposals c1ovl'rniny Lhe finan,·ing of hydrocarbon

exploration, where the Commission has amended its original proposal,
COM (78)

383 final, the Parliamelltary amendment seeking to underline that the

finance necessary would be made available within the general budget without
specifying any amounts or ceilings, has been accepted.

It is to be hoped that

the Commission will consistently pursue this line.

-
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Freezing of appropriations
73.

Parliament has noted persistent reticence on the part of Council and

commission concerning its right to freeze appropriations within the budget.
The precedent has .nonetheless been created that this right is generally
respected.

In its replies to Mr COINTAT's report, the Commission returns

to the attack on the principle, maintaining that the right to freeze
appropriations amounts to an abuse of power.

Your rapporteur cannot accept

such an argument because the conferring of the power of last word on the
European Parliament, as regards non-compulsory expenditure and as regards the
remarks associated with such expenditure, implies the Parliament is free to
attach conditions to spending by way of changing those remarks.

The Commission

seems to make a confusion between the right to transfer appropriations and the
right to freeze them.

Even with the powers accorded the European Parliament

under the new Financial Regulations (Article 21), the notion of a transfer
from one budgetary line to another, over which the Parliament may possess
last word, is, nonetheless, distinct from the statement of political will to
freeze appropriations until certain conditions have been met.

For example,

it is particularly appropriate to freeze appropriations for decentralised
bodies, where those bodies have yet to forward full estimates and programmes
for the coming year.
This, in·any case, is an already established right which Parliament
will not be prepared to relinquish.
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II.

Changes in the structure of the budget

74.

Just as relations between the instit~tions involved in the preparation

of the budget have changed, the content and presentation of the Community
budget have gra~ually developed more and more along the lines of the
traditional budget structure familiar in parliamentary democracies.
Parliament has attached the greatest importance to the soundness of the
budgetary procedure.
Its Committee on Budgets set up an ad hoe working
party which, each year since 1976, has taken stock of the changes brought
about and proposed appropriate reforms to the other institutions.

75.
It is not necessary to reproduce the conclusions reached in this year's
report here, but the budgetary procedure for the 1979 financial year could
provide an opportunity for following up this work in certain areas.
A.

Global nature of the budget

A proper budget has been obtained by grouping together various sectoral
accounts, funds and budgets.
The major stages in this process were the
Merger Treaty, the decision of 21 April 1970 and the Treaty of 22 April 1970.
76.

But there is still a long way to go before the Community budget is integrated.
It is to be expected that during the 1979 financial year some progress, however
limited, will be made as regards the EDF, loans and the ECSC.
1.
77.

The EDF
Virtually by accident, the decision of 21 April 1970 excluded the EDF

from the activities to be financed by the general budget from the Communitie•'
own resources.
When the Lorn~ Convention was concluded, the EDF was not
budgetized for much the same reason: the general budget was not yet ready to
use the EUA whereas it had to be used in the operations of the fourth EDF.
However, an undertaking was given at that time to budgetize the fifth EDF.
78,

Last year, Parliament decided that the budget should do more than just

assign a few chapters to the EDF.
It felt that a workable budgetary structure
was needed to cover not only Community activities under the Lorn~ Convention
which, though financed indirectly by the budget, would for various reasons have
to be financed directly, but also activities at present wrongly financed by
the EDF.
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2.

ECSC

The ECSC operational budget was not integrated into the general budget
at the time of the merger because of the special nature of the financing
79.

involved and the different allocation of responsibilites:

under the Treaty

the Commission has decision-making as well as implementing responsibilities.
80.

In recent years, however, the ECSC b?dget has developed a closer

relationship and similarity to the general budget.

Because of the discharge,

the Commission is answerable to Parliament in respect of the implementation of
the ECSC operational budget.

Measures connected with the coal and iron and

steel industries are financed by the general budget.
The compartmentalization
of revenue in the general budget and the ECSC budget has become less watertight.
81.

Something decisive remains to be done, but it has to be d~ne with care.

One condition is about to be met however:

borrowing and lending operations

will soon be budgetized.
3.

82.

~

Both through its ad hoe working party and in special reports, Parliament

has often and long called for the budgetization of borrowing and lending
operations, but it is only very recently that any progress has actually been
made.
83.

So far, borrowing and lending operations have been entered under budget

headings in the revenue section, which provided a framework in which to record
the financial consequences of decisions to authorize them.
Token entries
were also made under budget headings in the expenditure section as the guarantee
provided by the Community against default by recipients of loans.

The budgets

also included annexes recording capital transactions and the reimbursement or
payment of interest or expenses.
In the 1979 preliminary draft, the Commission has proposed that a proper
capital budget be included as Part 2 of Section III.
At the time of the
Financial Regulation negotiations, it was agreed that the problem of budgetizing
84.

loans could be settled when the financial regulation was subsequently reviewed.
When ~he Ortoli loan was launched, it turned out that the Commission,
the Council and Parliament had very different views on the form if not the
principle of such budgetization.
85.

-
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86.

The sih1,1tion is cur.i:cntly as fol lows:

- The letter from the President-in-Office of the Council to the President
of the European Parliament dated 22 September 1978 outlined an
acceptable interpretation of the regulation in question with the
exception of the two points made below. This letter might be made
an integral part of a joint declaration.
- As to the experimental nature of the procedure:

the amount of 1,000

million EUA relates to a transitional period which should not last for
more than two years from the date of adoption of the regulation;

the

Commissior. can report on the definitive introduction of this instrument
as soon as the total value of the loan operations has 'reached 500
million EUA.
- As to bugetization:the budgetary provisions relating to the Community's
borrowing and lending operations as embodied in the current revi3ion
of the Financial Regulation are applicable to this procedure.
87.

In brief, a decision on the principle of budgetization and the amount

of borrowing and lending budgetized will be taken by the budgetary authori,
It would be preferable for the methods referred to in Article 209 to be
determined before the end of the budgetary procedure, whether in general
terms or on an ad hoe basis.
It is to be expected that a decision of principle will be taken durin~
the conciliation meeting on the Ortoli loan.

-
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Nomenclature
(a)
88.

Research_aeeroeriations_under_Chaeter_33

The bulk of the appropriations entered under Chapter 33 (Expenditure

on Research and Investment) relate to multi-annual programmes.

This means

that once a programme has been approved appropriations are allocated to it
more or less automatically and are no longer subject to political decisions.
It is therefore extremely important that this chapter in the budget should
be presentec clearly and transparently in order to facilitate political
control.
89.

Expenditure

on research and investment was originally shown ':only in

an annex to the budget.

A new, more comprehensive presentation ofChapter3J

was introduced in the 1977 budget on the basis of an amendment by Parliament,
but the func~ional presentation of the appropriations was not changed.
The ad-hoe working party of tl'econunittee on Budgets has tackled these
1
problems of presentation or. many occasions . In its last report on the
90.'

inter-institutional dialogue on certain budgetary questions it expressed
the view that the following main principles should govern the presentation
of research appropriations in the budget:
- limitation of the number of budgetary lines under Chapter 33;
- creation of an annex to Section III in which the subitems and
the reulti-annual schedule of expenditure would be grouped
together in the form of a summary table;
- decision on research staff in the context of the adoption of the
Conunission's list of posts;
- determination by the budgetary authority of the nomenclature
for expenditure.
91.

It is pleasing to note that the European Parliament's demands in this

respect have been taken into account in the Commission's preliminary draft
budget.

The numerous subitems now no longer appear and the Commission

has included timetables of payments against commitments in keeping with
the practice adopted for the other chapters.

In addition, the annex to

Section III provides the necessary detailed information in tables containing a breakdown of expenditure on staff and administration and multiannual schedules of commitments and payments by research objectives, giving
total appropriations for each programme.

An establishment plan for research

and investment staff (indirect action and Joint Research Centre) are also
appended to Section III.
1

Doc. 119/77 and Doc. 150/78
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92.

However, the Commission did not adopt the European Parliament's proposal

for the abolition of the system of appropriations for commitment in respect
of research staff and administration.

It gives its reasons for this on

page 119 of Volume 7A.
(b)
93.

One aspect

Title_8,_EAGGF_-_Guidance_Section_and_fisheries_eolic~
of the Commission's budgetary presentation which Parliament

cannot approve is the overlapping of expenditure on the EAGGF (Guidance
Section) witt expenditure on the new fisheries policy under Title 8.
There are two reasons for this:
- It is politically unacceptable for agricultural structural policy
to be artificially extended to cover the new fisheries policy thus
giving the impression that expenditure on the former has risen
as much as expenditure on the Guarantee Section of the FAGGF.

In

fact, if expenditure on the new fisheries policy is deducted from
expenditure on agricultural structural policy, the relationship
between price and sales guarantees on the one hand and structural
policy on the other is just as bad as it ever was.
- Secondly, it runs counter to the principle of budgetary transparency
to continue to include in the old EAGGF, Guidance Section
Article 860

'Common measures to improve the structures of

Article 861

non-industrial inshore fisheries',
'Common measures to improve the structures of

Article 862

the deep-sea fishing industry', and
'Producer groups in the fisheries sector'.

The committee on Budgets proposes that these three articles should be incorporated in a separate Guidance Section for fisheries policy.

c.

The multi-annual aspects of the budget
(1)

94.

Differentiated appropriations

In recent budgets the Commission has increasingly made a distinction

between 'commitment appropriations' and 'payment appropriations'.
These
'differentiated appropriations' are always accompanied by a 'timetable of
payments against commitments' in the remarks column.
This practice has
been standardized in the 1979 budget.
The Committee on Budgets welcomes
the presentation adopted, which in particular shows the total of appropriations
outstanding from previous financial years.
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95.

The system used is as follows:

When the preliminary budget for the financial yearn+ 1 (in this case
financial year 1979) is drawn up, assessments must always be made of the
four components listed below for all those budget headings to which
'differentiation' has applied since the financial near n - 1
Commitments made before 1978 to be

(= 1977):

Components arising from the
state of accounts, i.e. the

paid from new appropriations for
payment;

revenue and expenditure account
for 1977.

- appropriations for commitment that
remain standing from 1977 to 1978;
- appropriations for commitment

Components arising from the

authorized for 1978;

budget for 1978 and the
preliminary draft budget

- appropriations for commitment

for 1979.

requested for 1979.
96.

A small number of problems of presentation are probably due to

differences in approach deriving from the legal situation in the individual
Member States.
These problems should not be brought up again since they
are irreleva~t to a political debate.
97.

The Commission has also preferred to use the system of differentiation

for appropriations to be paid over a period of more than two years.

There

are no objections to this practice.
98.

However, these technical matters of presentation hide political

dangers.
The Commission should use the system of differentiated
Multi-annual progranunes call for
appropriations to increase efficiency.
The system should not be used to
a multi-annual budgetary presentation.
widen the gao between appearances and reality, i.e. between promises and
actual payments.
Commitment appropriations represent appearances, i.e.
promises, which deceptively give the impression of a good balance on current
accounts, whereas payment appropriations represent the sad reality.

The

implementation of the Regional Fund and the Social Fund shows that there
are good reasons for suspecting that commitment appropriations form part of
a political charade and payment appropriations provide the only realistic
reflection oi the practical effectiveness of the funds.
A serious
budgetary po~icy should not lay itself open to such suspicions.
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(2)

Financial estimates

99.
As part of the budgetary authority, the European Parliament has
repeatedly called for a more pronounced political slant in the estimates.
The budgetary authority's political options would undoubtedly be increased
if alternative calculations were made available.
Such is the case this
year, since ·che Commission has worked on two 'assumptions', a move welcomed
by the Commi~tee on Budgets.
The Conmunity's economic and monetary policy, the general budgetary
guidelines, which represent the preliminary stage in the budgetary procedure,
and the financial estimates, have not been coordinated.
The general budgetary
guidelines were submitted so early in the year that probable economic and
monetary trends could not be anticipated.
The financial estimates were
submitted at the same time as the preliminary draft and can only be interpreted
as the basis for this document.
The Community's economic and monetary policy
was outlined initially at the July Summit Conference, i.e. at a time when the
Council had already drawn up the draft budget for 1979.
The timing of these
events made coordination impossible.
The economic and financial policy
proposals and decisions were adopted without any coordination.
100.

In addition, the three-year period coveracl~by the forecasts seems too
short.
The Community's spending policy often extends over periods longer
than three years, in particular in the case of regional policy and cooperation
with the developing countries.
The Commission should therefore give some
thought to whether the five-year period increasingly chosen in international
financial policy should not perhaps also be used by the Communities.
101.
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The European unit of account

D.

The Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977 applicable to the
1
general budget of the European Communities lays down that the general budget
of the European Communities is to be drawn up in European units of account
(EUA).
This unit of account was used for the first time in the 1978 budget.
Since then it has also been used for accounting purposes, for the submission
of the rever.ue and expenditure account and for the survey of the Conununity's
assets and liabilities.
102.

103.

An iR.mediate changeover to the exclusive use of the EUA in all legal

acts of the institutions of the European Communities is out of the question.
Thus, although it has been defined in Decision No. 3289/75/Ecsc2 as the unit
of account to be used in decisions, recommendations, opinions and communications
in the fields covered by the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel
Community, a gold-based unit, equal to 0.88867088 grams of fine gold, is still
used for the common agricultural policy, to name just one important example.
In point of fact, representative exchange rates based on market exchange rates
are established at intervals by Council decision for the conversion of the
common prices laid down in agricultural units of account into the currencies
of the Member States.
In a ~onununity which develops, adopts and implements common policie~
all transactions charged to the budget, which in actual fact are simply an
expression of these common policies, must be recorded and expressed in a common
accounting unit.
Thus, the unit of account is a crucially important instrument
for drawing up and implementing the budget.
However, it must also be used,
for example in the field of agricultural policy, as a means of expressing
prices.
Moreover, it should serve as a reference point for expressing
Community rights and obligations in economic and legislative matters and,
finally, it could in certain cases contribute to economic and monetary union.
104.

On 6 October 1976 the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal
for·a regulation on the procedure for applying the European unit of account
(EUA) to legal acts adopted by the institutions of the European Communities 3 •

105.

1
2
3

No L 356, 31.12.1977, p.l
OJ No L 327, 19.12.1975, p.4
OJ No C 271, 17.11.1976, p.5
OJ
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'l'lle European Parliament uelivered .sn opinion welcoming thia proposal and
pointing out in particular that the generalized use of the EUA would contribute
1
to budgetary transparency.

106.

on 1 April 1977 the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for

a regulation introducing the EUA into the Staff Regulations of Officials of
2
the European Communities •
The European Parliament delivered a favourable
3

opinion on this proposal •
107.

Finally, on 10 February 1978, tbe Commission published a document on
the use of the EUA in the common agricultural policy4 , the conclusions of
which Parliament welcomed 5 •
108.

When drawing up its guidelines for the budgetary and financial policy

of the European Communities in 1979 the European Parliament called for measures
to ensure that the EUA was used not only as an accounting instrument in all
sectors, but increasingly for the Comrnunity's payments, so that it could
6

gradually come to serve as a parallel currency.
109.
In assessing the need and scope for increasing the application of the
EUA, a distinction should be drawn between the following three factors:
the EUA as an accounting unit;
the EUA as a transaction unit; and
the EUA as a monetary unit.
The_EUA_as_an_accounting_unit

110.

It would be wrong to underestimate the importance of the EUA as an

accounting unit in the real sense of the term.

The mere fact that
transactions which are carried out in different currencies are recorded in
the budget of the Communities in a common unit of account serves to improve
budgetary transparency and control.
However, it is essential that the exchange
rate used is that applicable on the day on which the entry was made in the
Despite initial difficulties, this is now the case. The implementation
accounts.
of the budget and the control activities of the Commission, Parliament and the
Court of Auditors would be considerably easier if the EUA were also introduced
as the exclusive transaction unit in all fields of European Conununity policy.
1 SHAW report - Doc. 569/76
2
OJ No C 99, 22.4.1977, p.S
3
COINTAT report - Doc. 218/77
4 COM(78) 480 fin.
5

Doc. 120/78
6 BANGEMANN report - Doc. 3/78
-
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The EUA as a transaction unit

-

- - -

-

111.
The EUA is also suitable as a unit for handling the obligations and
rights of the European Communities, and it has already been used for this
purpose in a number of cases.

This is an economically and politically

important application of the EUA, going beyond its use as an accounting
instrument.
An example of this application might run as follows: tenders are invited
in EUA in the field of research.
After comparison of the various offers,
a contract to purchase is concluded for 20,000 EUA.
three months after the conclusion of the contract.

The goods are supplied
The supplier receives

20,000 EUA paid in his national currency at the daily exchange rate.
Thus, although the amount in EUA will not have changed, its equivalent
in national currency will depend on the exchange value at the time of payment.
The use of the EUA as a transaction unit in the Community's budget provides
a large measure of transparency since there is no difference between the
amount recorded initially and the amount paid out on completion of the
transaction.
The principle underlying the use of the EUA as a transaction unit as
as follows: the Community's rights and obligations are determined in EUA
and where appropriate, converted into national currency at daily exchange
rates.
112.

However, the EUA can only fulfil this function, which is desirable for

economic budgetary and general political reasons, if an automatic system of
adjustment is strictly applied, i.e. if the equivalents in national currencies
are automatically adjusted to the value expressed in EUA when exchange rates
change.
An automatic system of this type has always been applied, but it naturally
caused fewer problems when parity units were used.
However, the automatic
system of adjustment is alijo quite acceptable when a basket unit of account is
used in a currency system where exchange rates fluctuate because price movements
are not so extreme and in the ultimate analysis result from changes in the
market situation.
113.
It should be noted, however, that the full application of this automatic
system places the exchange risk on the Community's business partners.
The
Community operates virtually in the same way as an exporter who transfers the
exchange rate risk in his invoices.
For the Community budget this offers the

-
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advantage that no distortions arise as a result of fluctuations in exchange
rates.
No compensatory items are required for currency losses or gains,
and the control of the implementation of the budget becomes considerably
easier.
on the other hand it is a moot point whether the Community can
always afford to shift the exchange rate risk in this way in its official
trade.
114.

In this connection it should be remembered that the unity of Community

policy can only be guaranteed if the automatic system of adjustment is applied.
If this unity is destroyed, common policies will disintegrate into individual
national policies.
Such disintegration is at present one of the main problems
of, for example, the common agricultural policy.
115.
In addition, the European Community's trading partners should be expected
to bear the exchange rate risk.
In fact, the EUA is a good way of minimizing
it.

It should be noted that the application of the EUA in the Convention of

Lorn~ has not placed the recipient countries at any disadvantage.

The Community

should therefore increasingly use the EUA as a transaction unit in all fields.
The_EUA_as_a_monetarr_unit

116.
The fact that the EUA is used as an accounting unit and as a transaction
unit does not make it a monetary unit, since it fails to fulfil a number of
basic conditions.
In the first place, it has no independent exchange rate,
its value being determined on the basis of the values of the currencies in the
Secondly, the Community does not issue European units of account and

basket.

thirdly no one is under an obligation to accept EUA as a medium of payment.
Thus, the European unit of account does not enjoy an independent monetary
existence.
117.

However, this situation could change.

The use of the EUA as a

transaction unit in itself represents a step towards the creation of a monetary
unit.
The Commission has opened EUA accounts in a number of banks for
transactions in the ECSC sector, where the EUA is already used for incoming
and outgoing payments.
These banks are admittedly required to split up the
EUA amounts into their component currencies as represented in the basket and
to cover them by appropriate transactions on the currency markets, but the
opening of EUA accounts nevertheless undoubtedly represents qualitative
progress towards an independent currency.
118.

The political importance of this move will be apparent in the light

of renewed etforts to achieve economic and monetary union.
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<'onfE>rE>n<'I'! in DPcember 1969 the six Heads of State and
of Governmen~ decided to carry the European Economic Community a stage
119.

At tlw Haq\lf'

further and create an economic and monetary union.

A working party chaired

by Pierre Werner submitted a report containing detailed proposals on how
this objective should be achieved.

From the very beginning the dollar

crisis made :t difficult to pursue this phased plan, with the result that
the ambitious project failed.
120.

However, the unsatisfactory state of the international monetary system,

aggravated by the effects of the oil crisis, has made it necessary for the
European Community to renew its efforts.
In a speech in Florence in October 1977, which rightly attracted a
great deal of attention, and in statements at the European Parliament's
part-session in January this year, the President of the Conunission revived
interest in economic and monetary union.

In November 1977, the Connission

submitted to the European Council a report on probleu ii£ ecollOllic and monetary
union 1 , which was supplemented by its action programme for 19782 •
121.

On 10 and 11 July 1978 in Bremen, the European Council called for closer

monetary cooperation in order to create a zone of stability in Europe.

After

the finance ministers have considered the necessary measures, the European
Council will decide on practical proposals on 4 and 5 December.
122. The Franco-German monetary compromise reached in Aix-la-Chapelle
and fully

endorsed by the Council of Finance Ministers in Brussels on

18 September set out initial practical decisions on the shape of the new
European monetary system.

Following the pattern of the present monetary

snake, the system will be based on a bilateral parity grid of the participating currencies and not on a currency basket involving daily
fluctuation.

Fixed margins between the rates of any two given currencies

will condition compulsory intervention by the issuing banks.

The Belgian

Finance Minister has proposed that the trend of exchange rates in the
currency basket on which the existing BUA is based should be used as an
additional indicator from which conclusions might be drawn for the guidance
of exchange rate policy. If the currencies drift too far apart, negotiations
might begin on appropriate corrections to the system. In practice the
basket should be the reference base for all transactions apart from
determination of the obligation for central bank intervention. The fixed
parity grid of the new monetary system would be expressed in the unit of
account of the European currency basket, to be known as the ECU.

However,

a fixed value for the ECU will be written down on the date of entry into
force of the system.
l COM(77) 620
2 COM(78) 52
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No decisions have yet been taken on the European Monetary Fund and
on the final volume of short and medium-term credit support.
In the past the debate on what steps should be tak:en to achieve monetary

123.

union has been hampered by the fact that two different approaches have been
strongly advocated.
The monetary experts believe that such a union can emerge
only if the right monetary policy conditions are created whereas the economists
say that economic measures are an essential prerequisite.
The dangers inherent
in such apparent alternatives still exist today.
In actual fact there is no
one solution consisting solely of monetary or economic measures.
The achievement of monetary union calls both for the harmeni2ati~n of
economic policies - including the necessary measures in the budgetary,
conjunctural, fiscal and financial fields - and, in the narrower ~ense, for
joint monetary policy measures.
124.

A comprehensive ~onetary union implies that a sihgle currency,

administered by a central bank, will be circulating in a ~iven currency
A currency union may in practice be regarded as complete if individual
currencies still exist but are permanently pegged to each other, with the
zone.

result that individual changes in parity never occur, margins of fluctuations
are eliminated and full convertibility is established.
The creation of a monetary union will bring with it four individual
economic advantages:
increased productivity as a result of the simplification of payin~nts and

calculations and the elimination of the exchange rate risk;
elimination of traditional balance of payments problems as a result of
increased capital mobility (although, of course, developments will occur
which might create regional rather than external economic problems);
economization on reserves as a result of the establishment of Community
currency reserves;
the potential restoration of monetary independence in Europe.
The advantages of a monetary union cannot be fully realized unless
the union is complete.
However, complete union must remain the ultimate
objective.
Limited unification can, however, also bring with it a number
of the advantages of final inisegration.
The EUA could also play a part
125.

in this.

-
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Conclusions
126.
Three political conclusions may be drawn from the above comments on
the basis of the European unit of account's functions ae:
an accounting unit;
a transaction unit; and
a monetary unit.
127.
The EUA should be used as an accounting unit even by the decentralized
organs of the Community.
128.
It should also be used increasingly as a transaction unit, starting
perhaps with statutory payments.
The specific problems of agricultural policy
could also be tackled, with the provisional exception of the Guarantee Section
of the EAGGF.
Parliament has also proposed that adminiatrative fines imposed
by the Community should be expressed in EUA.
129.

The European Parliament has noted the~atementsc:oricerning renewed

efforts in the field of monetary policy delivered after the Bremen Summit and
calls on the Commission to adopt the necessary measures to ensure that these
declarations of political intent can be translated into European reality.
In connection with such measures, the EUA could be used as a monetary
instrument which will not only further the aim of European economic integration
but will also contribute to the elimination of the instability at present
inherent in the monetary system at Community and international level.
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PART 'IWO;

THE 1979 BUDGET PLACED IN ITS POLITICAL CONTEXT

Whereas from the institutional standpoint the dominant event for

130.

the preparation of the 1979 budget is without a doubt the forthcoming
direct election to Parliament, the political impact of the 1979 bucl<Jiet
will be determined by the willingness of the budgetary authority to
take into proper account the economic significance of Community expenditure, from both an overall and a sectoral point of view.

In this

sense the 1979 budget will have established the concept of 'critical
mass'.
I.

Overall significance of the 1979 budget

131.

The preparation of the 1979 budget is determined by two events of

fundamental importance for the Community:
(a)

The economic crisis, though becoming less severe, is still wits
us.
It has brought to light the community's structural weaknesses.
Nevertheless, after prolonged hesitancy, the Community's political
leaders have taken firm and quantified decisions designed to
launch a revival based on the concept of convergence of the
economies.

(b)

At the same time it was decided that these measures should Qe

accompanied by the establishment of mechanisms enabling the community
to move forward towards economic and monetary union.
The
Community budget has to be placed in the context of this strategy.

A. Financial and political impact of the Community budget

132. It is hardly necessary to point out that until now the Community

budget has borne no relation to the fundamental economic data of the
community and that, given the lack of proportion between it and the
national budgets, it could not perform the same functions as the latter.
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Table:

The Community budget and some economic data

1977

1978

1979

10.3% 20.8%

3.4%

28.9%

1
12.1%

2.1%

2.2%

2.7%

0.66%

0.81%

1975

1976

Increase in budget in relation
to preceding year
Community budget in relation
to budget of Member States

1.8%

-

Community budget in relation

o.ss, o. 62,

to Community GDP

0.88%

Rate of inflation in the

-

8%2

13.8% 11.3% IL0.3%

community

1 Preliminary draft - payment appropriations
2Estimate
Table:

Basic data concerning the 1979 budget
in m EUA
I

I
I

I

I
Commitment
appropriation~

%

!Payment
I
!appropriations
,
I

I

1978 budget
1979_preliminari_draft _________

12,702

I

I

28.8

I
I

12.,362

1979 draft

13,797

Difference compared with 1978

+l,094

I

28. S

'

_ ___ 13L859 ___ l ____
I

I

+ 1,964

I
I

14 667
I
----L--------~----

Difference compared with 1978

%

I

I

1+15. 4
I

+1,496

I

:+12. l
I

I
I

13,020

I

I

'
------------------------------- --------------------------------,--- I

+8. 6

1
I

+658

+5.3

-839

-

I

I

!Difference compared with
preliminary draft

I

I

-870

:-s. 9

6

I
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133.

It would be wrong, however, to think that the Community budget

has remained the accounting instrument of the financial implications
of the application of measures decided under the close supervision
of the Member States.

The Community budget is no longer a super-

position of Funds.
For one thing, institutional changes have taken place, such
as the progressive establishment of the budgetary authority and a
redistribution of budgetary powers along lines more appropriate to a
real Community.

For another, the rate of growth of the Community

budget has been such that it can no longer be regarded as a negligible
1
sum •
134.

The Community budget will appear negligible only if its

function is measured against that of national budgets.

It is quite

plain that the Community budget is not an instrument of economic
stabilization.

It would at the same time be mistaken to think that

it has no political or economic significance.
In a resolution
2
adopted in April 1978 Parliament indicated that it intended to use the
Community budget as an instrument of economic and financial integration
of the Community, with action at three levels:
(a)

Transferring to the Community responsibility for financing and
managing activities that the Member States can no longer handle
because of the scale of the problems involved, for instance in
sectors affected by an international crisis or in growth sectors
where the investments needed are beyond the means of the Member
States.
In this connection, the Community should concentrate
its action in a small number of key sectors: shipbuilding, iron
and steel, textiles, data processing and aviation.

(b)

Community coordination of national activities which could in this
way be made more efficient and profitable, particularly the
research and environment sectors, which the Commission tends to
ignore in its guidelines.
Through coordination of and consultation on the national activities it would be possible, with
relatively limited budgetary resources, to bring the management
of certain sectors within a Community framework and thereby
increase efficiency.

(c)

Community financing of activities to establish the European
identity more firmly in the rest of the world.

1
2

See table above
Doc. 54/78
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Seen in this light, the overall volume of the Community budget
is inadequate since it reflects the incomplete state of the community,
which in turn explains the serious imbalance in the structure of the
135.

budget, notably the strong emphasis on the agricultural sector.
T!.1e fact that the community budget has been growing more rapidly
1
than the mean of the Member States' budgets is therefore largely
explained by the desire to complete integration.
The rate of growth of the budget thus provides an index of the
Community's political resolve to carry through integration.
The
slower rate of growth proposed by the commission in its preliminary
draft appears therefore to be an indication of its inability to make
This resignation is of course extremely
the Community move forward.
136.

dangerous, for stagnation inevitably leads to decline.
137.

This attempt at 'prudence' on the part of the Commission is all

the more regrettable as the Council has drawn up its draft - which
must be regarded as a starting point for the budgetary shuttle - on
The effort needed from the budgetary authority to
that basis.
maintain a rate of growth becomes all the greater.
In trying to define a rate of growth of the budget compatible
with the objectives set out above, it is possible to approach the
138.

problem in various ways:
(a)

If one takes the view that the present rate of growth of the
budget corresponds to what is at present politically feasible,
one can:
- either consider that the previous year's rate of increase should
be maintained, which would give a 1979 budget total of
- commitment appropriations:
- payment appropriations

12,700 + 2,800

= 15,500

m EUA
12,300 + 2,800 = 15,200 m EUA

- or else base the calculation on a mean rate of about 20% over
the last five years:
- commitment appropriations:
- payment appropriations
(b)

12,700 + 2,500 = 15,200 m EUA
12,300 + 2,400 = 14,800 m EUA

One may take the view, on the other hand, that the financial and
economic impact of the Community budget is directly related to
the Community GDP.
The commission's proposals then give the
following development :

1

some national budgets may show a more rapid growth than that of the
Community budget

- so -

PE
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Percentage ratio of the volume of the Community budget
to the community GDP
1973
(u.~.) O.

53

1974
0. 51

1975
0.55

1976

1977

0.62

2

1979

(1980)

1981

0.66
0.70

(EUA)

1

1978

0.81

1

0.88

0.902
0.97

on the assumption that present trends are continued

Assuming greater political resolve

Even on the most optimistic assumption, the Commission plainly
expects the relation between the volume of the budget and the GDP to
stagnate.
In other words, the budgetary policy proposed by the
Commission means that the construction of the Community will slow down.
This is all the more scandalous as the commission itself has published
a report showing the desirable relation between the Community budget
and the GDP as between 2 and 7%.
139.

On the basis of Parliament's guidelines, in support of which

attention should be called to the decisions taken at the summits in
Brussels, Copenhagen, and above all Bremen and Bonn, the preliminary
draft budget can only be regarded as an admission of a policy of stagnation and as an accounting document setting out its financial implications.

If it wants to prevent the budget triggering off a process

of decline in the Community, the budgetary authority is bound to seize
the initiative, a role in principle vested in the Commission.
140. Although the technical quality of the triennial estimates has been
further improved, they are quite simply unacceptable, since they
represent a programme for a Community decline.
Mention also needs
to be made of the blatant contrast between the estimates contained in
this document, characteristic of the Commission's awareness of its
own capabilities, and the pious intentions proclaimed in the guidelines
of 24 February.
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B.

The budget as an economic instrument

The purpose of the Community budget is not merel}' to assist in
141.
It is not solely
the process of economic and financial integration.
designed as a vehicle for the transfer to Community level of the
financing and management of activities which, because of their scale,
are for economic or political reasons partially or totally beyond the
means of the Member States.
The Community budget also has a part to play in the Community's
overall economic strategy.
142. This was also stressed by the Commission in its communication to the
Council and Parliament of March 1978 on the overall assessment of the
Community's budgetary problems. In this forward-lookin~ document,
the Commission attempted to define, in the context of a long-term
programme, priorities for drawing up the budget.
143. The Commission highlights the following long-term tasks for the
Community:
- restructuring of the production apparatus, having regard to the regional
and social consequences;
- the promotion of growth sectors;
- reduction of dependence on external energy supplies;
- reduction of regional imbalances;
- curtailment of agricultural expenditure;
- strengthening of international cooperation (Lome II}.
144. In its report on the guidelines for the European Community budgetary
and financial policy (Part II) dealing with the Commission's proposals,
Parliament defined its own position and also pointed to the structural policy
objectives of Community action.
145.

The political leadership of the Community, and in particular the

European council at its last three meetings in Brussels, Copenhagen and
Bremen, has ba·sed the Community's economic strategy around two closely
linked objectives:
a renewed effort to progress towards economic and monetary union,
attempts ~o establish a Community strategy of growth in order to get
the economy moving and curb unemployment.
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These two objectives require that energetic action be taken to

146.

achieve greater convergence of the national economies.

In Parliament's

view, it is here that the Community budget fits into the common economic
policy.

In setting out its guidelines for the 1979 budget, it suggested

that the primary objective of the Community's budgetary policy should be
to assist economic recovery by reducing the structural imbalances in and
1

between the economies of the Member States.

In the report on certain

structural aspects of growth which the Commission submitted to the
Bremen European council, this is broadly speaking the role it assigned
to the Community budget.
With an eye to both giving a fresh impetus to economic and
2
monetary union and the strategy of economic growth 3 , the Community has
147.

laid down the objectives to be pursued by the budgetary policies of the
Member States:

coordination of budgetary policies directed towards

economic recovery.

Although the community budget is not directly

affected by these guidelines, it would be altogether wrong for it to
be divorced from the joint effort.

After all, it is an instrument of

the highest importance for certain tasks essential to the joint
strategy, such as correcting the structural imbalances and strengthening~
_----.._

---.......,.

the economic structures of the less prosperous Member States.
148.

Integration of the Community's budgetary policy into the process

of coordinating the national budgetary policies is restricted by the
role and volume of the Community budget, which at present lends itself
rather to long-term structural measures.
149.

At the Commission's request, a study

4

has been undertaken to assess

the order of magnitude required for Community financing to make a

real

political and financial impact in terms of the redistribution of revenue
within the Community.

By analogy with what is done within the Member

States, and based on an analysis of financial patterns, the report
concludes that the relation between the volume of the Community budget
and the community GDP should be between 2 and 2.5% at a conservative
estimate and between

1

5

and

7%

if a more ambitious policy were pursued.

Doc. 54/78 - paragraph 9 of the resolution

2

The Commission's action programme for 1978 in the context of the fiveyear plan for the revival of economic and monetary union

3

conclusions of the President of the European Council in Bremen - decisions
of the Council of Economic and Finance Ministers of 24 July 1978 - Bonn
Summit

4

McDougall report on 'The role of public finance in European integration',
April 1977.
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150. Following the guidelines set out by Parliament, the Committee on
Budgets therefore proposes to integrate the Community's budgetary policy
into the strategy of growth and the fight against unemployment, and also
in the measures to accelerate progress towards economic and monetary union
decided on by the Brussels, Copenhagen and Bremen summits.
It therefore
takes the view that the orders of magnitude proposed in the Commission's
preliminary draft and the council's draft are commensurate neither with
these objectives nor with the role which the budget ought to play in
helping to achieve those objectives.

c.

Revenue side of the budget
(a) Presentation_of_revenue_in_the_l979_bud2et

151.
Parliament notes with satisfaction that, following its efforts in
that direction in previous years, the revenue section of the budget has
been given a solid structure which makes it possible for the budgetary
authority to exercise its new powers in relation to approval and supervision of the budget.
152.

This year the Committee on Budgets will propose only two minor

changes in the nomenclature.
Firstly, it considers that the entry of 'negative expenditure' in
the expenditure side is unacceptable, the revenue in question (Article
628) being collected pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No. 1079/77 on financial
contributions by milk producers.
These sums should be shown on the
revenue side, even if they are allotted to a specific purpose.
Secondly, the remarks on the revenue aide •howi11gthe-'J.'oas-o"ii:-e-venue
resulting from the customs preferences under the financial protocols
should be arranged according to the third countries concerned.
(b) Critical_situation_resultin2_frorn_the_delai_in_imilern~ntin2_the
Council's_Sixth_VAT_Directive_of_l7 May_l977
153.
In this connection the politica+ situation has come to a head.
The European Parliament has fought for many years for the replacement
of Member States' financial contributions by the Communities' own
'
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1

resources.
It cannot allow implementation of the Sixth VAT
Directive in the Member states to be delayed year after year, so that
even the deadline of 1 January 1979 is being called into question.
154.

The European Parliament's most recent political warning dates from

14 June 1978.

The report on the proposal from the Commission of the

European Communities to the Council (Doc. 155/78) for a ninth directive
on the harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover
taxes (derogation from Article 1 of the Sixth Council VAT Directive of
17 May 1977)

(rapporteur: Mr NOTENBOOM - Doc. 168/78) points out that

according to the decision of 21 April 1970, ratified by all the Member
States, Community VAT should have been introduced from 1 January 1975.
155. The Council adopted the Sixth Directive unanimously on 17 May 1977.
Under the terms of Article 1, the Member States undertook to adopt the
necessary secondary provisions so that the systems entered into force
at the earliest opportunity and by 1 January 1978 at the latest.
156. The European Parliament was subsequently obliged to note that
certain Member States had infringed Article 1 of the Sixth Directive,
thus delaying full implementation of the system of the Communities' own
resources.

In June 1978 Parliament stressed that the derogation could

not be renewed and called on the commission to initiate the procedure
laid down in Article 169 (failure by a Member State to fulfil an obligation) against any Member State failing to adopt the necessary secondary
provisions by 1 January 1979, thus infringing Article 1.

- - - - - - - - - - . -------

1 -NOTENBOOM Report on the adoption by the Council of the European Communities of the draft Sixth Directive on VAT (Doc. 58/77)
-NOTENBOQ.1 Report on the proposals from the Commission of the European
communities to the Council (Doc. 274/77) for
I. a Regulation (EEC, EURATOM, ECSC) implementing the decision of 21
April 1970 on the replacement of financial contributions from
Member states by the Communities' own resources
II. a second amended proposal under Articles 149 of the EEC Treaty and
119 of the EAEC Treaty for a regulation (ECSC, EEC, EURATOM)
amendi~g the financial regulation of 25 April 1973 applicable to the
general budget of the European communities
III. an ame~ded proposal for a regulation implementing, in respect of the
own resources from VAT, the decision of 21 April 1970 on the
replacement of financial contributions from Member States by the
Communities' own resources (Doc. 326/77)
- NOTENBOOM Report on the joint position adopted by the Council on:
- a regulation (EEC, EURATOM, ECSC) implementing the decision of
21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial contributions from
Member States by the communities' own resources
- an amended proposal for a regulation implementing, in respect of
the ow~ resources from VAT, the decision of 21 April 1970 on the
replacement of financial contributions from Member States by the
communities' own resources (Doc. 432/77) (Doc. 445/77)
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The committee on Budgets realizes that discussions in the parliaments
of the Member States are giving rise to considerable difficulties and also
that taxpayers must be allowed a certain period for adjustment.
157.

Public hearings in the Member States have revealed substantial
reservations on the part of representatives from industry, commerce,
trade, etc., particularly as regards the proposed scheme for small
undertakings, taxation of international transactions and possibilities
158.

of exemption (possibility of applying a reduced rate of tax).
Despite its awareness of these difficulties, the European
Parliament should employ all the political and legal instruments at
its disposal in order to brinq pressure, whether direct or indirect,
to bear on the dilatory Member states and speed up implementation.
159.

(c)

Other_tiees_of_revenue_for_the_future

i60.
Given the likely increase in the size of the budget through the
budgetization of the EDF and other Community activities, and the ceiling
of 1% of the basis for assessing VAT, the possibilities of financing
the Community budget will soon be exhausted.
It is therefore necessary
to look into new ways of collecting revenue for the ordinary budget.
161.

The following possibilities should be carefully studied:
increase in the percentage of the basis for assessing
percentage of another national tax
introduction of a Community tax.

VAT

It is therefore important that the Commission should submit
without delay a report on the investigation it has promised to make
into new possibilities of financing the ordinary budget of the conununi•ties, so that preparatory measures can also be put in hand in the
Member States.
162.

Furthermore, even during the period in which the revenue
continues to cover the Community's future requirements under the ordinary
budget, thought should be given to the expansion of revenue through the
creation of an extraordinary budget, i.e. through borrowing.
This
possibility may in fact not be open to the Community because it is
exhausted in the budgets of all the Member States, being used in the
case of some investments as the only economic financing method.
163.
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II.
164.

Sectoral policy guidelines in the 1979 Budget
The greatest weakness of the Community institutions lies

undoubtedly in their inability to give practical effect to general
decisions, to transform decisions of principle into concrete achievements.
The Committee on Budgets is aware of the fact that it is one
thing to propose that a certain rate of growth in the budget be
maintained, but quite another to determine not only the sectors but
also the specific projects requiring support if that rate is in fact
to be maintained.
165.

That is why, in analysing the appropriations shown in the

Commission's preliminary draft and the Council's draft budgets, in
accordance with the guidelines laid down in April, the Committee on
Budgets adopted the strictest possible approach to the sums entered,
taking special account of the rate of utilization of appropriations in
previous financial years and the effectiveness of expenditure in
relation to the objectives concerned.
In this regard it fully shares
the Council's concern for economy.
At the same time, however, it has
taken the view that, in ~he face of the 'prudence' shewn by the other
institutions, it is up to Parliament to take such action as is necessary
to preserve and strengthen the dynamic and political role.of the budget.
166.

In adopting this approach it felt it had the backing of the

decisions taken by the European Council in Bremen and the Summit in Bonn,
which, in its opinion, altered the bases on which the Commission's
preliminary draft and, in large measure, the Council's draft were drawn
up.
If there is any logic in the procedure of the amending letter, then
it is surely to allow the budgetary authority to take account of such
radical changes in the political situation.
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A.

Implementation of priorities laid down by Parliament

In connection with the dialogue between the institutions concerned
in the drawing up of the budget, exchanges of views have taken place on
a number of occasions.
The President-in-office of the council conveyed
to the committee on Budgets the Council's reactions to the Conunission's
communication: these guidelines were at the centre of the discussion
held on 18 July as part of the budgetary consultation procedure.
It
emerged that, whilst there were some differences of opinion as to the
means to be employed, the objectives were basically identical.
For the
purpose of the further stages of the budgetary procedure, therefore,
Parliament can base its decisions on the guidelines laid down in the spring
without fear of catching its partners unawares.
167.

PE 54. SOO'fin.

(1)

SOCIAL POLICY

(a)

European Social Fund
How the Fund works

168. The European Social Fund was set up on the basis of Articles 123-128
of the EEC Treaty
'in order to improve employment opportunities for workers in the
common market and to contribute thereby to raising the standard
of living.'
It has the task of
'rendering the employment of workers easier and of increasing their
geographical and occupational mobility within the Community'.
On 1 February 1971, the Council of Ministers adopted a decision to
2
1
reform the Social Fund which entered into force on 1 May 1972 •
In the decision of 1 February 1971, the areas of intervention of the
Fund are laid down in two separate articles:
- Article 4 stipulates that the Fund can take action when the employment
situation is affected or in danger of being affected either by special
measures adopted by the Council in the framework of Community policies
or by operations to further the objectives of the Community.

Five

categories of persons can be assisted under Article 4:

•

- persons employed in agriculture
- persons employed in the textile industry
handicapped persons

3

:

4

- migrant workers;
5
- young people who are unemployed or seeking their first employment
- Article 5 enables the Commission, without involving the Council, to grant
financial aid from the Fund where the employment situation in certain
regions, in certain branches of the economy or in certain groups of undertakings is affected by difficulties which result indirectly from the
working of the common market or impede the harmonious development of the
Community.
1

OJ

No. L 28, 4.2.1971

2

Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2396/71 of 8.11.1971 implementing the Council
Decision of 1.2.1971 on the reform of the European Social Fund, amended by
Council R~gulation (EEC) No. 2893/77 of 20.12.1977 (OJ No. L 249, 10.11.1971,
p. 54; and OJ No. L 337, 27.12.1977, p.l)
3 Decision of 19.12.72 - OJ No. L 291, 28.12.72
4 Decision of 27.6.74 - OJ No. L 185, 9.7.74
5 Decision of 22.7.75 - OJ No. L 199, 30.7.75
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169. Financing of the Fund since the reform of 1 February 1971 h«s been
as follows:
(in million u.a. up to 1977
EUA since 1978)
11

---.-

Chap.
Art.
Item

Seading

1972

50

Expenditure under
Art.4 of Council
Decision of 1.2.71

51

Expendi~ure under 35
Art.5 of Council
Decision of 1.2.71

52
520

Pilot s.::bemes and
0.25
prepara~ory studies
New ESF - Total

7.50

42.75

1975

1973

1974

68.80

98.80

110

153 .40

168.40

245

0.75

0.60

22. 95

~67. eo

I

I

o. 90

1978

170

48.5

225.5

270

123.5

5302 Resettlement
Old ESF - Total
New

312

"l

0.44

1.3

l355. 90~ 441

172.44

538.8

-

token
entry

Expenditure under
53
530, Art.125 of the
EEC Treaty
5301 Vocational
retraining

I

1977

1976

53

57

56

10.20

1.28

2

3

4

-

0.68

55

60

60

10.20

1. 96

327.80

366.10

442.96

6.27

5.84

5.21

--

I

ESF

+

- Total

97. 75

282. 95

2.24

5.1

172.44

538.8

Old ESF
Percentage o= total
budget appropriations

170. ~Since the Fund had been conceived in a period of full employment, two
reforms were necessary to adapt it to the new situations of economic recession
and unemployment.

A clear distinction can be made between the period from

1960 to 1970 (old Social Fund) and the period from 1971 onwards (1st reform).
Although the results achieved by the old Fund were by no means negligible, it
was found that it could no longer cope with the growing problems facing it
because of the rigidity of its intervention system.

The aid-granting

mechanism, based exclusively on the national principle of fair retw:n, meant
for instance that Germany derived the greatest benefit from the Fund with an
allocation of 42.3%, as opposed to Italy with 36%.
171. These paradoxes were partly eliminated by the 1971 reform, which made
the Fund intervention system less automatic, and therefore better suited to
meet the needs of individual workers, branches of the economy and regions.

-
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172. However, thf' 1971 rc>form was not far-raAching enough.

With

,"l

furthr,i-

recession of the economy and unemployment now affecting some 6 million workers,
a new attempt was made in 1977 to adapt the Fund to the rapidly deteriorpting
employment situation:
- in certain underdeveloped regions of the Conununity, the Fund's intervention ceiling was raised from 50% to 65%;
- to cope with the rise in unemployment among young people, new forms of
employment policy may be adopted which do not fall within the traditional
pattern of aid.
Unsatisfactori_outflow_of_aEEroEriations
173. The European Parliament and the other control bodies of the Community
have in previous years repeatedly pointed out that the outflow of a~ropriations from the Social Fund is extremely slow on account of the ponderous
nature of tre decision-making process, and that too large a percentage of
these appropriations goes unused because of cuts in the progranunes or
refusals to make payments.

In 1975 and 1976, for example, payments amounted

to barely 2%of commitments for the financial year, which confirms the
impression trat the decision-making process used for the fund is chronically
slow.

It is regrettable to note that about a year elapses between a Member

State's application for a subsidy from the Fund and the Conunission's decision
on the matter.
174. The Commission is aware of the difficulties involved in the administration of the Fund.

In the last two years it has intensified its efforts to

increase the outflow of appropriations.

The following documents should be

noted in this connection:
the communication from the Commission concerning the review of the rules
governing the tasks and operations of the European Social Fund (Doc. 50/77);
- the proposal for a regulation concerning operations qualifying for the higher
rate of intervention by the European Social Fund (Doc. 313/77);
- the guidelines for the management of the European Social Fund during 19791981, and the transitional guidelines for 1978.
175. The European Parliament has repeatedly expressed concern at the sho~tcomings of the administration of the Fund, notably in the following documents:
- report on the Fourth Report on the Activities of the European Social
Fund - 1975(rapporteur:

Mr J.M. CARO;

Doc. 578/76);
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- report on the communication from the Commission (Doc. 50/77) concerning
the review of the rules governing the tasks and operations of the European
Social Fund (rapporteur·: Mr ADAMS: Doc. 84/77): and
- report on the draft budget of the European Communities for the 1978
financial year (rapporteur:

Mr SHAW:

Doc. 341/77, page 39).

The_Commission's-~reliminarr_draft
176. The appropriations entered by the Commission in the 1979 budget are much
higher than t~ey were in 1978:

+ 49'~ in commitment appropriations
+ 33% in payment appropriations
in mEUA

Chapter 50

Chapter 51

1

2

CA

PA

355

304

492

Total (Chapters 50 to 52)

850

3

411

3

718

4

4

177. The main budget entries for 1979 in this field are as follows:
- aid for vocational training
(covering young people and handicapped persons)

617 million CA

- aid to promote the employment of young people

110 million CA

social aid for industrial conversion)

50 million CA in Chap. 100

measures for certain economic sectors
(agriculture, textiles) and certain social
categories (handicapped persons and women)

70 million CA

178 • The new measures planned for 197 9 are as follows:
- promotion of the employment of young people (110m EUA) by means of financial
aid for the recruitment of young people by private undertakings (hiring
1

premiums) or by the

public authorities (subsidies for programmes).

This measure is of considerable social and political importance.

It is the
subject of a Commission proposal (10.4.78) on which the European Parliament

delivered a favourable opinion during its part-session in June 1978.
1

Measures in the context of Community policy

2

Measures to support national policies
Including 50 million EUA entered under Chapter 100
4
Including 15 million EUA entered under Chapter 100
3

-
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The Council has still not approved this proposal.
However, the ~uropcun
Cuuncil adol)te<.i ~1 L.wour,tble position on it in Bremen.
- Social aid zor persons who lose their jobs as a result of industrial
conversion in sectors in difficulty.
This measure is founded on the basic
regulation governing the Social Fund as amended in 1977.

This is the first

time the Commission has proposed appropriations for such operations.
173. The Commission's approach is to be welcomed.

The extremely difficult

social situation in the Community calls for far-reaching financial measures.
According to ~he guidelines adopted by Parliament and the Commission, symbolic
amounts are not enough.

The fact that the outflow of appropriations from

the Social Fund has in the past been extremely slow has no bearing on this
matter.

In July 1978, the Commission submitted the Second European Social

Budget (1976-:978) which analyses overall social payments in relation to
the economic situation 1 • The Commission states that for the Community as
a whole the social expenditure covered by the European Social Budget will
amount in 1980 to 25% of the gross domestic product, i.e. it will be slightly
less than in l975, when it was 25.4%.
This decrease undoubtedly reflects the
effects of the measures taken in individual countries to reduce the growth
in public expenditure.

However, the major social requirements arising from

the Community's present economic difficulties cannot be met by means of
reduced appropriations for social measures in the budget.
The Council's draft
180. Nevertheless, the Council has considerably reduced the appropriations

set aside for the Social Fund:
- in the case of commitment appropriations from 800 million to 672.5 million
on the line{+ 40 million under Chapter 100):
- in the case of payment appropriations from 703 million to 470 million
{+ 18 million under Chapter 100).

·<

181. In justifying the cut in payment appropriations, the Council s.tates that

despite the new system of advance payments introduced in 1977 the appropri~tions for the financial year 1978 are still being used up relatively slowly.
The Council, however, is ready to meet any shortfall in payment appropriations
by means of a transfer or a supplementary budget. 2
182. The Council was not able to accept the appropriations proposed by tha

Commission in its preliminary draft for new measures in favour of young
people {Items 5010, 5011, 5100, 5101, 5110 and 5111).
In June a decision
of the Council of Ministers on the entire package of measures was vetoed by
one Member State, which felt that employment policy should be a national
l COM 78/318 final
2

Council's explanatory memorandum, p. 42
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preserve and that the necessary social measures should not be implemented
via the European Social Fund but by the Member States themselves.
183. The European Council ignored the 'social protectionism' of the Ministers
concerned and called on them to adopt the Community measures to combat unemployment among young people in time for them to enter into force on
1 January 197 9.
184. Despite the unequivocal position adopted by the European Council, the
Finance Ministers decided to:
- delete items 5010, 5011, 5100, 5101, 51-10 -and 5111;
- to create a provisional Chapter 53 entitled 'New measures proposed by the
Commission to help~ung people' and to make a token entry under this
Chapter:
- to enter under Chapter 100 40m EUA in commitment appropriations and
18m EUA in payment appropriations, representing only part of the appropriations originally entered on the line.
185. The inclusion of this new chapter and of the amounts under Chapter 100
will not, however, prejudice 'the decision to be taken by the Council.

As

soon as that decision is taken, appropriations will be entered under the
appropriate headings and Chapter 53 will become superfluous'.
Conclusions
186. The Council's approach - i.e. the temporary creation of a new chapter
which will later be deleted - cannot be accepted.
Parliament should delete
Article 530 and at the very least reinstate the appropriations originally
entered in the preliminary draft.
(b)

Other social policy measures

187. The Community's social policy is not aimed at full employment, but at
a general improvement in employment policy:
- further vocational training;
- improvement of working conditions;
- equality between men and women at work;
- dialogue between the social partners.
The following tables give a breakdown of the appropriations entered
under Titles 2 and 3 for these operations.

-
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The a9propriations for European social policy are as follows:
in EUA
1978
Budget

Article/Heading

1979
prelim.
draft

1979
draft

360,500

275,000

TITLE 2
254 Measures for
young people

CA

PA 220,000

----------- -------------------------- --------Expenditure on ,..A
256 pre-consul tatic rf
meetings with
trade union
representa ti'ISS PA 157,000
Statistical
264 studies
and
surveys

.

.
165,000

165,;000

---------- ========== t:=========

.,

CA

9.25m

PA 7.8m

6.44m

------------------- t::-::======= ========= :

TITLE 3
Administrative CA
300 Commission on
social securit1
for migrant
PA 645,000
workers

750,000

========== •=••======

European Gentre
3010 for the deve,- CA
lopment of
vocational
training
PA 2.8m
Other activi3011 ties relating
to vocational
training·

..,..

720,000

=·=········

3.252m
_________

3.2m

100,000

100,000

-------------------- 1--------- '
CA

PA 150,000

---:1----== ========== ==========

Tasks en trustee
302 to the Institu- CA
tion to promote
exchange of
young workers PA 150,000

======== =

Contribution
3030 to pilot
ICA 560,000
projects on
better housing
for hanc:iPA 200, 00(
capped workers

lm

Token
entro
650 £0
in cfi.. oo

====================
600,000

600,000

465,000

380,000
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in EUA
1978
Budget

Article/Heading

Contribution
3031 to pilo'c
CA 560,000
projects on
better housing
for mig:,:-ant
PA 170,000
workers

1979
prelim.
draft

1979

600,000

600,000

365,000

300,000

5.75m

5.75m

draft

========== ---------= ---------

Pilot research
306 proj ecb; on
CA
action 'co
combat
poverty

Sm

PA 2. 904m

4m

4m

~~~~~~~~~~--+-========== ======== ============
European
3070 trade union
institute

CA

~~~~~~~~~~+,=---------· ---==========••••====
PA 500,000

550,000

550,000

token
entry

token
entry

Aid to
3071 employe=s' and CA
workers'
organizations

PA new item
Assistance to
308 victims of
accidents in
the coal and
steel
industries

-------------------- --~----

CA

PA 300,000

~~~~~~~~~~~==========

300,000

======== ============

Community aid
309 to workers
CA
made redundant
in the Italiani-~~~~~1--~~~~-+~~~~~--1
sulphur mines

PA

50,000

token
entry

token
entry

~~~~~~~~~~-t-========== ========= ===========

TITLE 5
Aid to the
500 agricultural
and textiles
sectors

CA

35m

35m

35m

PA

61m

53m

32m

~~~~~~~~~~-t-==================== ----------Measures in the
5010 field of
vocational
training for
young people

~A 179m

230m

230m

PA 119m

201m >

145m,J

~~~~~~~~~~4.================
==
Measures to
5011 promote the
employment of
young people

tA

:=

==========

SSm
Deletion

PA

14m

~~~~~~~~~~-=-===================•===========
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in EUA
Article/Heading

Measures for
502 handicapped
persons

197A

1979

1979

Budget

prelim.
draft

draft

2m

600,000

CA
PA

18m

-----------i-========= =~=========:======== =·
Measures for
CA 16m
23m
503 migrant
23m
workers
PA

25m

27m

15.4m

----------·-----------~----==-=-•--==----==.
Measures to
505 help women

CA

Bm

12m

12m

------+------1-------1PA

2.5m

7m

7m

----------·===========~================== :·
Consequences
,-;;\
506 of
CA
tok~~I
industrial
entry N..,,., lines
.
(
conversion
by CounciL
(Art. 4)
token

i

___M_e_a_s_u_r_e_s--i-n----l-CP:AA=28lm=====326m======3eln5mt;:=== •
5100 the field of
vocational
training

-------1-----1---1------4n ~t.SlQ_.
PA 275m

323m

231m

----------+,=a•==•••==••••••••==-=== ======= :·
Measures to
5101 promote
employment of
young people

CA

48m_..)
belet;i.o~
14m

PA

-----------1-=====================~--------::1•
Measures in
5110 the field of
vocational
.
training

CA

49m

61m

55m

....
;

PA

37m

47m

CA

_A,J.:t. 5 ll_

36.5m

----------·==============================
Measures to
5111 promote
employment of
young people

...

=

7m
beletion

PA

2m

----------~=======================-------==,
Consequences
512 of industrial
conversion
(Art. 5)

CA

PA

token
entry
new Art.

token
entry

----------~=====================~==========
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in EUA
1978
Budget

1979
prelim.
draft

1979
draft

CA 1.5m

3m

2.5m

PA 1.3m

3m

2.Sm

Article/Heading

Social Fund 520 pilot schemes
and preparatory studies

Employment
53 of young
people

---------- ---------- ---------token entr¥
40m in
Ch.100
token
F.rr
108

CA

PA

--------------------------------------------------------------

-
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(2) REGIONAL POLICY
(a) The early years of European regional policy
168. Between 1958 and 1975 there was virtually no European regional policy.
The Community merely undertook general studies and held discussions to
coordinate national regional policy and planning measures.
189. Only after protracted initial difficulties and after the relevant
decisions had been taken at European summit.:meetings did the Community
finally acquire an implementing instrument in the form of the European
1
Regional Development Fund established in March 1975 • For its first
three years of operation it was allocated 1,300 m.u.a., broken down as
follows:
300 mu.a. 1975
500 mu.a. 1976
500 mu.a. 1977.

1-·~. These appropriations were intended to correct the main regional
imbalances in the community.

The Fund gives aid for investment and infra-

structure measures in industrial, handicrafts or service activities situated
in those regions of the Member States which have been recognized at national
--

-

level as needing promotion. Pursuant to Article· 2 of_~~lation No. 724/75,
the resources are distributed to the Member States according to a special
table.
191. The Community's contributions are handed over as and when payments
are made by the Member States, upon presentation by them of quarterly
statements certifying expenditure.
i92. In this way the Community began in 1975 to make a European contribution
to both sectoral and regional structural policy.
193. In the Triennial Financial Estimates, which accompanied the preliminary
draft budget for 1978, the Commission proposed an amount of 3000 million EUA.
On 5/6 December the European Council cut this amaint to 1850 million EUA,
to be broken down in annual instalments as follows:
580m EUA 1978
620m EUA 1979
650m EUA 1980.
Last year the European Parliament increased the 580 million EUA by
a symbolic 1 million EUA.
1

Regulation (EEC) No. 724/75 of the Council of 18 March 1975 establishing
a European Regional Development Fund (OJ No. L 73 of 21.3.1975)
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194. There was no indication whether the above figures adopted by the
European Council represented commitment or payment appropriations.

Later,

the finance ministers decided that they were to be commitment appropriations.
This considerably diminished the effectiveness of the Regional Fund.

As

a result, the political resolve of the heads of government to actually
pay out 620 million EUA in 1979 - for this was how their political resolve
was understood by the general public - was thwarted, since the three-year
period of application of the Regional Fund was extended to at least five
years by the qualitative change of the figures into commitment appropriations.
This means that the 1850 million EUA decided upon at the summit are to
be spent not over three years but over five. The residue will be more or
less openly deducted when the new Fund is endowed.
(b) Objectives and methods of a Community regional policy
195. There are four main reasons for establishing an overall regional
policy:
- the creation of a common market has contributed considerably to
economic growth, yet regional disparities have not narrowed:
- the economic crisis has intensified the problems of traditionally weak
areas:
- sectoral Community policy decisions can also have adverse effects on
the regions:
- the continued existence of regional disparities is an obstacle to the
convergence of the individual States' economic policies without which
no progress can be made towards integration.
196.

The Commission has set itself a lofty regional policy objective.

In view of the continuing unemployment and inflation and the considerable
differences in earnings, it intends to attack the typical main problems
in the following regions:
- peripheral agricultural areas,
- backward industrial regions,
- highly congested areas.
197. The reasons for such a Community regional policy are many:
- some regional problems can no longer be resolved by national measures,
- market economy mechanisms must be supplemented,
- the economies of the nine Member States must be strengthened before
further enlargement of the Community.
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Parliament is not unaware of the difficulties which will of course
arise in the pursuit of these aims. These difficulties are linked to the
problem of quantifying the elements of decision-making regional policy
in the following fields:
grading of States according to their revenue-raising power,
- aid capacity of the individual states,
- multiplier effect of the aid measures,
- the geographical concentration of regional policy measures and
- the need for sectoral concentration, though with due regard to the
defensive effect of the EEC Treaty (Article 85 ff.).
198. In the past the European Parliament and its Committee on Regional

Policy, Regional Planning and Transport has devoted considerable attention
to the commu~ity's regional policy problems and the possible solutions
to them.
199~ In this connection the following documents deserve special mention:

- report on the first annual report of the Commission of the European
Communities on activities of the European Regional Development Fund in 1975
(rapporteur Mr DELMOTTE:- Doc. 440/76)
- report on aspects of the Community's regional policy to be developed
in the future
(rapporteur: Mr DELMOTTE - Doc. 35/77),
- report on the communication from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council on the guidelines for the community's regional policy
(rapporteur: Mr NOE' - Doc. 307/77)
- working paper of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport on the endowment of the European Development Fund for 1979
(draftsman: Mrs KELLET-BOWMAN - PE 53.653).
(c) Financial and budgetary prospects for regional policy in the 1979
financial year
200. This year regional policy is once again at a decisive turning point
since the regulation on the Regional Fund is to be revised. This regulation
has given rise to differencesofopinion between the Council and Parliament
on the following points:
- the Commission's executive powers,
- flexible implementing machinery instead of fixed national quotas,
- more 'non-quota' resources and wider field of application of these
resources,
- greater participation by the Community through the Fund in individual
national measures and use of subsidies on a larger scale to increase the
outflow of Community resources,
- greater publicity to the contributions made by the Community.
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Commission

----------

Independently of this legislative decision, which remains open and
in respect of which Parliament is taking part in a conciliation procedure,
the Commission has proposed the following appropriations for regional
policy in its preliminary draft budget:
Article 550 'Community measures in support of national
regional policies'

201.

(subject to quotas)
6 ~ BUA CA
39811 BUA PA.
202.

In deciding on these amounts the Commission has been guided by two

principles:
- the figure of 620 million EUA set by the European summit,
- the need to take into account what can actually be paid out as payment
appropriations, in other words, one third of the ,CA·.-.nmt, i.e ••
222 million EUA out of 620 million BUA CA lt:he tot:al .,..,-.390,\.BUA j.s
explained by the 168 million EUA CA residue from previous years which
has been committed but not yet paid).
Under Article 560 'Specific Community measures' (non-quota), the
Commission merely entered a token entry in the preliminary draft budget.
Council
203. The council has adopted an even more restrictive policy in the 1979

draft budget by entering the following appropriations:
620m EUA CA
320nt EUA PA.
This means that it has cut the appropriations (leaving aside the
CA residue) by 70 million EUA CA from 222 million EUA CA to 152 million
EUA CA.
C~sidering that the political resolve to use 620 million EUA for
regional policy in 1979 was publicly announced and that in fact only
152 million EUA are proposed as new PA, this discrepancy can no longer
be excused on the pretext of technical difficulties and the need to improve
methods of payment.

-
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Euro~ean_Parliament
204. The Community, and in particular the European Parliament with its

political responsibilities, must see to it that this gap between appearance
and fact is closed.
In order to statisfy political requirements and to close this
inexcusable gap between the publicized CA appropriations and the PA
appropriations actually to be paid, the Committee on Budgets proposes the
following solution:
1000 m EUA CA
518 m EUA PA.
This appropriation is in line with the following two principles:
- approximation of the actual payment appropriations to the 620 million
EUA called for by the European Council,
- observance of the one-third ratio between CA and PA (i.e., 350 million
EUA out of 1000 million EUA).
io5. In making this proposal the committee has taken account of the declared

view of the President of the Council who stated last year during the
conciliation talks with the European Parliament delegation that the Regional
Fund appropriations for 1979 had not been fixed in advance but would be
the subject of political discussions to be held between the two institutions
making up the budgetary authority.

206. The European Parliament considers that specific appropriations should
be entered for 'non-quota' community measures, and not merely a token
entry.

The Committee on Budgets therefore proposes:
100 m EUA CA
35 m EUA PA.

These appropriations represent 10% of the appropriations subject to
quotas and also maintain the one-third ratio between CA and PA.

After

the initial period, the annual PA and CA appropriations can be set
considerably higher.
207. For the rest, the European Parliament agrees with the Commission
proposal that the so-called 'non-quota' appropriations should be
specified in Article 560. The European Parliament does not agree with
the council's proposed breaMdown into two articles under Chapter 55.
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208. The budgetary appropriations for the Regional Fund would then look
as follows:
in million EUA

Art.

55

56

Heading

Regional Fund
(quota)
Regional Fund
(non-quota)

1978 budget

1979 prelim.
draft

CA 581

620

PA 525
390
=========== =,-- --

F===

620

token
-===== == ent~====== ==
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320
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CA
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1979
draft

100
35
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(3)

AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

209.
Community action on agricultural structures has from the
outset been supported by the Member States, but only to a very limited
extent.

The relevant regulations in fact set a financial ceiling of

285 mu.a. and then of 325 mu.a. after enlargement.
210.

This concept was, however, very quickly abandoned and the

ceiling on expenditure was replaced by a reserve.

I

The figure

mentioned in the regulations was then no longer an upper limit but a
guarantee to farmers that they would be allocated a minimum in the
budget.
211.

This development reflected a change in the Community budget and

the establishment of a genuine budgetary authority.

It was in fact

unthinkable that a regulation should limit the budgetary authority's
power to enter appropriations in the budget.
So far the stratagem
of a reserve has been maintained and the ceiling has been exceeded
only up to the limits of the reserve.
212.

But this stratagem cannot be continued much longer.

The

Council has in fact asked the Commission to submit proposals for
solving the problem of the ceiling for the EAGGF Guidance Section.
Parliament has on several occasions expressed the view that a final
solution should be found and the concept of a ceiling for the Guidance
Section abolished.
The Committee on Budgets therefore proposes that
in the case of the 1979 budget it should merely be noted that the
ceiling laid down in the regulations in fact no longer exists and
that no reference should be made to the stratagem of a reserve.
(a)
213.

Agricultural_structures_policy
Regulation No. 17/64 introducing the common agricultural policy

merely provided for ad hoe action in the form of aid to individual
agricultural structures projects.

The aim of Regulation No. 729/70

was more far-reaching, namely the establishment of a genuine policy.
It therefore provided for common measures and special measures.
However, as the individual projects were deemed a success by the
recipients of aid, it was decided only to abolish them gradually as
the common measures were introduced.
214.

Directives on structural reform were drawn up as part of this

new policy but there were considerable delays in implementing them.
It was only in 1978 that the individual projects were finally replaced
by common measures.

There are thus no longer commitment appropriations

for projects but merely payment appropriations for projects already
under consideration.
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215.

Apart from the delays, the Community agricultural structures

policy has from the start suffered from the fact that the volume of
funds available is negligible compared with that allocated to the
Guarantee Section.

Whereas the Community administers practically the

whole of the market support policy, more than 90"~ of the structural
policy remains in the hands of the Member States.
216.

Whatever one's attitude to this distribution of responsibilities

between the Community and the Member States, the imbalance as regards
both powers and appropriations can only have a detrimental effect on
the coherence of the agricultural policy as a whole.

That is why for

years Parliament has called for a rapid increase in Community expenditure on agricultural structures.
(b)

The_Commission's_proposals_in_the_l979_preliminary_draft_bud2et

217.

On the whole, the proposals cannot but be considered inadequate

by Parliament.

Although commitment appropriations have increased by

18.5%, slightly more than the overall increase in the preliminary draft,
payment appropriations have decreased by 4.5%.
218.

A look at the sectors in which there has been either no change

or a regression shows that the biggest reductions affect structural
measures in the dairy products sector.
This policy may seem strange
in view of the present situation on the dairy market.
219.
Increases worth noting among the appropriations proposed by the
Commission relate to:
'socio-structural' directives: after a very slow start, these
projects are now becoming operational,
new projects: limited to regions in special difficulties, for
instance because of enlargement or structural unemployment,
fisheries: it should be possible for structural projects in the
fisheries sector to get under way in 1979.
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(c)
220.

Action_to_be_taken_under_the_1979_bud~et
For the above reasons, the Committee on Budgets proposes to

delete the reference to the Mansholt reserve in the remarks column
following the chapters (80 to 86) devoted to the·EA&GF Guidance Section.
It feels that with relations as they are in the budgetary authority,
this legal artifice can be regarded as superfluous.
221.

The committee on Budgets feels that the freezing- of some of the

appropriations intended for implementation of the socio-structural
directives (Articles 810, 811, 812 and 813) in Chapter 100·, as propose.a
by the council, is unjustified.
The Council has not even explained
its proposal.
222.

It feels however that the freezing in Chapter 100 of the approp-

riations proposed by the Commission for measures not: ye:t the subject of
regulations is acceptable in the case of· Articles. 8:14, 815·, 8'16·, 843 and
860 and Items 8351 and 8361.

The appropriations in question should,

however, be entered under Chapter 100.

This also applies for the

measures for which the Commission has not yet submitted any proposals
(Article 861).
223.

No position can be taken on the overall volume of appropriations

until the letter of amendment has been forwarded.
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(4)TRANSPORT POLICY

224. It is no exaggeration to say that until 1977 the community's transport
policy was in mortal trouble. In spite of the proposals put forward by
the commission, the council of Transport Ministers never met at all in some
years and no breakthrough proved possible.
225. Nevertheless the commission continued to draw up and submit proposals

covering the main areas of the common transport policy. In 1977 the Council
of Transport Ministers met three times and decided on various measures which
represent real progress towards a common transport policy.
Following this, on 28 November 1977, the commission forwarded a
programme of priority items in the field of transport for the period to 1980.
Although the importance of these measures must not be overestimated, 1977
can still be described as the year when tangible progress was made in
transport policy and the preparatory work carried out by the commission in
close cooperation with Parliament finally began to bear fruit.
(b)

The_Commission's_er~ramme

22~. The wide field to be covered by European transport policy can be
divided into four main groups:
- organization of inland transpcrt markets,
- traffic routes,
- alignment of the structures of transport and industrial legislation,
- shipping, ports and air transport.

The commission has set the following priorities until the end of 1978:
- transport infrastructure programme, including financial support for
projects of Community interest,
- summer time,
- first directive on motor vehicle taxation,
- costs and tariffs for the carriage of goods by rail, inland waterway
and road,
- Rhine shipping problems and shipping practices of the state-trading
countries;
for 1979:
- direct tariffs for railways,
- development of combined transport,
- mutual acceptance of seafarers' qualifications,
- preparatory work tod!fine rules of competition in air transport,

-
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for 1980:
- practical ~easures for the application of taxes for the international
carriage of goods,
- dates and conditions for achieving the financial balance of the
railways,
- European d:iving licences,
extending ·:he scope of services for passengers by road between and
through Community countries.
227. However, the Comrnittee on Budgets feels that the Commission is runriing
the risk of ~estricting itself in the important area·- important because it
involves cross-frontier movement - of transport policy to studies, forecasts
and compilation of data and of confining its activities merely to observing
transport markets, establishing contacts with the national authorities and
international transport policy bodies and arranging exchanges of information
with the latter.
(c)

First_iffiplementing measures_in_trans}?Ort_eolici

2'28. The European Parliament, and especially its Committee on Regional

Policy, has always called for implementation of the Comrnission's transport
policy proposals. Hitherto the qualitative leap from preparatory studies
to embarking on practical implementing measures has not been achieved.
commission has recognized the direction to be followed by submitting a

The

proposal for a 'Regulation concerning aid to projects of Community interest
in the field of transport infrastructure' (Doc. 244/76). Parliament

adopted a favourable opinion on this proposal (Doc.
and the
Committee on Budgets also recommended that the first implementing measures
1

should be adopted.
229. In this regulation the commission proposed a Community instrument tp
provide financial aid for the following projects:
- projects to prevent bottlenecks in Community traffic,
- cross-frontier projects which are technically viable,
projects which are of great benefit from the community point of view
but are not sufficiently profitable at national level,
- projects to facilitate the standardization of communications.
The fina~cing can take the form of any of the Community's aid
instruments.

1 0 .

.
pinion
of the Cor.:unittee on Budgets (draftsman:
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21c.

This commission proposal responds to Parliament's repeated requests.
With the growing importance of international transport, the question of
traffic Luutes has become a priority Community issue. Each Member State is
being increasingly affected by the inadequacies in the traffic network of
the other Member States, and even of third countries. since the gradual
consolidation of the common market has generally produced an increase in
cr2ffic to the Member States of the community which is out of proportion

to the i:·1crease in purely national traffic.
23'·1. Over the years the community has proposed or considered a number of

projects.

Tne committee on Budgets suggests detailed .exaadnatiori

by the commission of the following projects:
- a high-speed rail link between Brussels and Strasbourg.
- a bridge over the Straits of Messina.
232. There are also projects for which the planning stage has been completed

and which involve areas outside the present frontiers of the Community of
the Nine:
- improvement of the road links via Yugoslavia to Greece,
- improvanent of ~he road network over the Alps to Italy,
- traffic links between the Iberian peninsula and the Community of the Nine.
233. In this year of direct elections the C~mmunity should try to achieve

a bre~kthrough in these projects, some of which are ready for implementation,
by providing financial aid. Parliament would thus indicate to the general
public that it is willing and able to overcome the technocratically
ponderous approach of the other community institutions in specific cases.
(d}

Bud~etari_imElications_of_the_eroE?sals_for_1979

234. community aid for infrastructure projects in the field of Community

tran::port is included in the budgetary nomenclature. In the preliminary
draft budget the commission was willing to earmark only 1 million EUA
under Article 378, Item 3780, for preliminary studies. Under Item 3781 financial support for projects - we find no more than a token entry.
The committee on Budgets would like to go further and make an overall
budget appropriation available to the commission under this item to enable
it to support projects ready for implemen-tation by:

235.

- a non-reimbursable initial grant and/or

- interest relief.
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236. Given an interest relief of, say, 5%, appropriations of 200 million
would produce a financial incentive for an overall volume of investment of
4,000

237.

million EUA.
In the light of the preliminary talks that have been held, it seems

that the European Investment Bank might be willing to finance the aid for
these projects.
238. As regards surveillance of shipping lanes in the Channel, a small increase
in the 40 million EUA CA and 16 million EUA PA (for financial participation
in inspection and surveillance operations in the maritime waters of
Denmark anc Ireland) might well be sufficient to finance these new and
additional inspection operations.

This would also finance the activities

of the patrol fleet which would have to be made available.
This ~eans that the budget appropriations for transport policy
would look as follows:

-----------Art.
3780

3781

Heading

1978 budget

1979 prelim.

1979

draft

draft

---

--

Rapporteur's
proposals

Preliminary
studies,
transport
infrastructure

CA

1

1

PA 11

1

l

Financial
support for
projects

CA

=============, ·=---=------== I======== ==---,.,=--=---==

200

PA token entry

token

100

entry

871

1
2

Maritime
inspection and
surveillance

------------- ~==-------== ==;:::::=== ==-----2-=-=•

CA

40

2

16
==============-==========~ ~====== = -==========-

PA token entry

entered under Chapter 100 (token entry on the line)
entered under new Chapter 58. which see
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(5)

POLICY ON THE SEA

239. Comrnur.ity activities have so far extended only to individual aspects

of what would, taken overall, constitute a policy on the sea.

The Community

has taken part in the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, it has
set up a cc.:nmon fishing zone, and there have been a number of isolated
measures, for example attempts to put an end to the dumping practices of the
Eastern bloc states in regard to shipping tariffs.
240. There is as yet no coherent policy under which the entire complex of

activities could be administered and regulated.

However, the Community's

interests demand that Parliament take steps to get such a policy established.
l

241.

The objectives of future European policy on the sea might be summarized

as follows:
- fisheries policy, to secure supplies of protein from the sea, with
provision for further improvements in the relevant technology:
- unimpeded movement for shipping with clearly defined navigational
channels:
- legally controlled and non-discriminatory access for undersea drilling
operations:
- rules on the protection of the marine environment:
- opportunities for developing scientific marine research:
compulsory arbitration of international disputes arising from the
exploitation of the resources of the sea (Conunon International Law of the
Sea) •
24;!. The Community should therefore take steps to incorporate the policy on

the sea in the budget.

It is therefore proposed that a new Chapter 58 be 1

created, covering the following areas in the 1979 financial year:
- Chapters 86 to 89 - the entire fisheries policy, i.e. common measures to
improve fisheries structures, special measures in the fisheries sector,
market organization in the fisheries sector including Art. 871 of the
preliminary draft (financial participation in inspection and surve~llance
operations in the maritime waters of Denmark and Ireland in connection
with the Community arrangements for the conservation and management of
fishery resources). The aim here is to provide specific inspection and
surveillance facilities covering these fishing zones, i.e. coastguard
vessels, aircraft and shore installations;

-
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- a new article for the creation, on an experimental basis, of conununity
facilities for the surveillance of shipping lanes in the English Channel.
The Amoco Cadiz disaster left no doubt that immediate Community action is
essential.

It would be worth considering whether the vessels to be

provided for inspection and surveillance df fishing resources could also
be used for the surveillance of shipping lanes.

If so, more efficient

use could be made of these vessels and the cost of providing surveillance
of shipping lanes could be kept down.

An appropriation of 10 m El.JA CA

a~c 5 m El.JA PA would therefore appear to be adequate for 1979:
- a new article would provide for a programme to protect Community waters
from pollution, in particular by hydrocarbons. An appropriation of
10 m EAU CA and 5 m El.JA PA might provide a sufficient initial financial
contribution in this case also.
243. The budget appropriations for a European policy on the sea under

Chapter 58 would therefore be as follows:

Art. 581

Policy on the sea
_. former Chap. 86

Art. 582

-+

Art. 583
Art. 584

-t former Chap. 88
.,, former Chap. 89

Chapter 58

~

former Chap. 87 (excl. Art. 871)

in m BUA
.

Art.

585

Heading

Fin. participation
in inspection and
surveillance
operations

1978

1979

1979

Budget

Prelim.
draft

Draft

CA

40

token
PA· entry

16

Rapp.
Prop.

40

token
entry

16

:= ========= F======== ========

586

Surveillance of
shipping lanes

10

CA

PA

5
:: ========= F======== ========

587

Protection of
maritime
environment

10

CA
PA

·---
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(6) ENERu'lC
244. Since the energy crisis rocked the world five years ago, oil prices
have quadrupled and the Western economic and monetary system has still not
recovered from its effects.
245. The European Community, too, was set back many years in its development
and was forced by the economic turbulence to trim its ambitious plans for
economic and monetary union. Nevertheless, the worldwide recession which
set in at the time gave the Community a chance to demonstrate its worth: it
would hav~ ~een far more difficult for isolated states to withstand the
effects of the economic crisis and, even though the Council failed to agree
on an overall energy policy strategy, a number of individual Community
measures were taken in this field.
(a) Principles of Community energy policy
246. Despite the 1973 crisis and the repeated calls by the Commission for
joint efforts to be made in the energy sector, energy policy has hitherto
played a relatively minor role in the budget of the European Communities.
The rise in expenditure in this sector is shown in the table below:
in EUA x 1000

in u.a. x 1000
1
1974

1975

I

1976

1977

1978

1979 2

PA

25,000

30,000

34,000

41,300

209,900

CA

-

-

80,000

65,000

162,000

As may be seen, it is only from the 1979 financial year that a spectacular
- in percentage terms - increase in energy expenditure is provided for in
the preliminary draft.
247. As long ago as September 1974 the Council reacted to the energy crisis
by adopting a resolution on energy policy 3 with a view to mapping out energy
production and consumption in the Community in the period ap to 1985 and
drawing the necessary conclusions from these forecasts.
A second resolution of 17 December 1974 set out Community energy policy
4
objectives for 1985 , these being essentially to reduce the Community's
dependence on imported energy.

1

2
3
4

No special programmes at that stage, except in the research sector
Preliminary draft
OJ No, C 153 of 9.7.1975, p. l
OJ No. C 153 of 9.7.1975, p. 2 ff.
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248. In 1973 the Community's dependence on imported energy was 63%
and it was estimated at the time that it would fall to 50"/o by 1985.
target was to bring this figure down to 40"/o by 1985.

The

249. Specific objectives in connection with demand were to reduce the rate
of growth and alter the pattern of energy consumption. The following
targets were set on the supply side: coal production of 180 mtoe (oil
equivalent), natural

gas production of at least 175 mtoe, nuclear power

station capacity of at least 160 GWe, Community oil production of 180 mtoe
and~ reduct~on in imports to 540 mtoe. A further aim was to ensure .•by an approp~iate technological research and development policy that, in
the long term, demand could be met by new sources of energy.
250. On 3 August 1977 the Commission submitted to the Council its second
1
report on the achievement of Community energy policy objectives for 1985 .;
(b) Energy policy objectives and measures as seen by the Commission and
Parliament
Commission
251. In its second report on the achievement of Community energy policy
objectives for 1985, the Commission revised some of the forecasts for that
year and put forward the following three main Community energy policy
objectives:
- oil imports should not exceed 500 mtoe,
- the proportion of overall energy consumption accounted for by oil
should be significantly reduced,
- the Community's dependence on imported energy should be limited to 500/o
(the Commission has thus abandoned its more ambitious target of 40"/o).
252. The revised objectives and present forecasts concerning the Community's
~

energy production as against the Council's December 1974 objectives are

set out in the following table (compiled from Commission data given in
Doc. 248/77) :
In mtoe
Solid fuels
Oil

Natural gas

I

Nuclear
Hydro+ geothermal

Dec. 1974
objective
210
180
175
190
45

Present forecast
184.2
111/161
143/158
120/140

-

New objective

I

185/205
140/l.60
150/160

-

253. The estimated 1985 energy structure does not differ all that much from

the 1974 objectives. In actual fact, however, it was found already in 1976
that, apart from natural gas, we were still far from achieving these objectives.
1

COM(77) 395 final (Doc. 248/77)
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1973

1976

1985
Dec.1974
objective

Present forecast

22.5

17.0

Oil

22.6
61.4

-55.3

49.0

17.2
51.9/50.7

Natural gas

11. 6

16.9

18.0

17.2/18.4

Nuclear

1.4

2.3

13.0

Hydro

3.0

3.0

3.0

10.8
3.0

Solid fuels

100
100
Total
(Doc. 248/77, Annex 2, p.12)

100

100

254. In its action programme for 1978 the Conunission proposed the following
speci. f'ic measures 1

Promotion of energy independence through energy savings and the
development of new sources of energy
- Creation of a common energy market
- Use of common financial instruments to solve these problems (Euratom
borrowing, lending, financial support)
Parliament
255. In its opinion on the Commission's second report., Parliament on the
whole approved the Commission's objectives.

It urged that greater efforts

be made to develop nuclear energy and that objectives and projections be
established beyond 1990. It considered that fuller use should be made of
coal for electricity production and called for the development of new energy
sources and for the creation of a full common market in energy.

256.In the report on the European Parliament guidelines on the budgetary
and financial policy of the European Communities for 19793 the Committee
on Budgets set out the following priorities, which were approved by Parliament:
- financial support for energy conservation measures,
- financing of research into and development of new energy sources,
- support for the coal industry and promotion of the use of coal.

1

cOM(78) 52 final
Doc. 433/77
3Doc.
54/78
2
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257.

The objectives pursued by the Commission and Parliament in the energy

policy sector largely coincide, as is underlined by the approval given by
Parliament to the individual measures proposed by the Commission so far
(July 1978), which are in fact to some extent based on demands put forward
by Parliament:
- amended proposal from the Commission to the Council for a regulation on
support for joint hydrocarbon-exploration projects (Doc. 583/77 and
Doc. 90/78) ;
- proposal from the Commission to the Council for a regulation on Community
financial measures to promote the use of coal for electricity generation
(Doc. 535/76 and Doc. 45/77);
- proposal from the Commission to the Council for a regulation concerning
community aid for financingcyclic:al stocks of hard coal, coke and patent
fuel (Doc. 49/77 and Doc. 226/77);
- communication from the Commission to the Council on the introduction
of a Community aid system for intra-Community trade in power station coal
(Doc. 9/78 and Doc. 199/78);
- proposals from the Commission to the council for
l. a regula~ion on the granting of financial aid to demonstration projects
in the f~eld of energy saving,
2. a regula~ion on the granting of financial support for projects to
exploit alternative energy sources (Doc. 158/77 and Doc. 362/77).
(c) Results so far
258.

Five years after the first energy crisis the time has come for the

Community to act.

Major efforts must be made in the field of energy policy

to reduce the Community's dependence on oil and other imported primary energy.
259.

There has been no lack of proposals from the Commission.

Parliament,

for its part, has broadly endorsed the Commission's objectives. Most of the
proposals have, however, come to nothing, because the Council has proved
incapable of taking the necessary decisions.
260. At the moment of writing not a single one of the Commission's proposals
has been adopted by the Council only in the case of the proposals for energy
1
2
saving and the development of new energy sources did the Council, on
30 May 1978, take decisions of principle.
1 Proposal for a council regulation (EEC) on the granting of financial aid

to demonstrc'.tion projects in the field of energy saving (Doc. 158/77)
2 Proposal fo= a Council regulation (EEC) on the granting of financial
support for projects to exploit alternative energy sources (Doc. 158/77)
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261. No agreement has yet been reached on the level of financial support
or the content of the programmes. In its draft regulations the Commission
proposed sums totalling 144 m EUA CA over a period of five years (48 m CA
for 1979) for energy saving and approximately 118 m EUA CA (38 m CA for
1979) for prcjects for the exploitation of geothermal energy and gasification
and liquefaction of coal.

The sums set aside in the preliminary draft

budget for 1979 are, respectively, 16 m CA/7m PA and 16 m CA/9.5 m PA.
Before a final decision is taken, the Commission has been asked to submit
a survey and analysis of the projects already in hand in the Member States.
262. Closer examination of the appropriations put forward by the Commission
in its preliminary draft budget of the European Community for 1979 reveals
plainly that the apparently spectacular increase in expenditure in the
energy sector in no way measures up to expectations, never mind the requirements of the si~uation: if one deducts from the 210 m EUA in payment appropriations the 140 m EUA earmarked for the promotion of the use of coal for,electtricity generation and for intra-Community trade in coal,-~het leavee approx1
imately 70 m EUA for specific measures that are not merelq de.signed to·provi~e
a temporary solution in the event of a new energy shortaCjii. ;n other words this
would not even double the
earmarked for 1978.

extremely

small appropriation of 41.3 m PA

263. The Council has taken the view - and this is one which Parliament as
watchdog over the efficient utilization of appropriations will fully endorse
- that Community support measures are justified only if due account is taken
of the projects already in hand in the Member States. Only in this way
is it possible to ensure that Community funds, which are almost negligible
when compared w~th national budgets, are effectively employed.

Before any

money is allocated to a project it is therefore essential to consider to
what extent industry in the Member States is prepared to undertake its own
investment and research.

Duplication of research and support for projects

and investments that would have been carried out any way would not be consonant
with the Community's budgetary policy.
In this connection it is worth citing some figures which illustrate
the scale of

Community spending:

According to Commission estimates, Member States' investments in the energy
sector in the ?eriod 1976-1985 will be of the order of 228,000 m EUA.
community expenditure for all categories of energy measures would amount
to about 2,000 m EUA, on the basis of an optimistic assumption of 200 m EUA
for 1979, extrapolated to 1985 at an average increase of 10% per annum.
Community expenditure would thus correspond to 0.9% of national spending.
1 chapter 32 only
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264.

In contrast, the European Council meeting in Bremen at the beginning

-

---

of July 1978 announced far-reaching objectives:
- 'to reduce the Community's dependence in terms of energy suppli~H
to 50%;
- to limit net oil imports by the Community;
- to reduce to 0.8% the ratio between the rate of increase in energy
consumption and the rate of increase in gross domestic production.•
26~. The Summit Conference of Heads of State or Government of the seven
major industrial nations of the western world, meeting on 16 and 17 July
1978, welcomed these guidelines and declared that

'in spite of some improvement, the present energy situation
remains unsatisfactory.

Much more needs to be done.

We are

committed to reduce our dependence on imported oil.'
(d) Conclusions
266.· The fact that the Council has only taken a decision of principle on

the proposals for energy saving and on new energy sources provides an
opportunity to launch a genuine dialogue between Parliament and the Council
in the course of the budgetary procedure on the appropriations to be set
aside for these two projects.

The Council will have to put its cards on

the table and show to what extent it stands by its decisions of 30 May
as well as those taken by the

European Council.

Whatever happens, Parliament should feel justified, on the strength
of the decisions of principle, including those taken in Bremen, in en~ering
the appropriations required for 1979 in full.
On

the other hand there is little sense in entering appropriations

for projects where there is little likelihood of the money being needed
in the course of the financial year.
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267. The appropriations in the energy sector thus amount to:
Art. Heading

1979 prelim.
draft

1978
Budget

1979 draft

in EUA X 1000
Rapporteur's
proposals

3200 H~drocarb CA 35,000
technol. PA 30,000
dev_

3201 Prospect- CA
ing
PA

CA
3210 Uranium
Prospect- PA
ing

3211 Uranium
(new) Prosp.
outside
EC

CA

PA

3212 Uranium
(new) storage

CA

3230 coal in
power
stations

CA

PA

PA
3231 Coal
stocks

CA

3232 Trade in
coal

CA

3240 Energy
saving

CA

PA
PA

PA
3241 ~ew
~nergy
sources

CA

325 Building
(new) modernization

CA

328 Studies
(new)

CA

PA

PA

PA

20,000
20,000
'>" nnn
31,000
27,000
31,000
===========: F========== ,:============= =
15,000
15,000
15,000
(Chap.
100)
13,000
5,000
t.e.
13,000
(Chap.
100)
i::c========= :•=========== •=======. - =.
5,000
20,000
5,000
9,000
3,000
5, 300·

-

"F'=---------=: ========== =================:

-

t.e.

t.e.

:= ============: ==-------=-= !=======-====:

-

t.e.
:, ========== : ============ !============ =:
10,000
75,000
t.e.
(Chap.
100)
40,000
t.e.
t.e.
"==----------== F========= I=============t.e.
t.e.
t.e.
t.e.
t.e.
t.e.
===: " ========== F=========== F ============ =

-

-

-

100,000
t.e.
::F=----------=· F========== 1===-----------===
16,000
16,000
4,000
16,000
(Chap.100)
2,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
(Chap.100)
"F =========== •=========== ~=------=----==
11,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
(Chap.100)
9,500
9,500
4,000
9,500
(Chap.100)
:: = =========== •========== F' ============
deleted
20,000
t.e.
10,000

-

-

-

:============= =========== ============ =
t.e.
400
t.e.
=========== ==--=----===
==

------------

TOTAL
CA 80,000
(incl.Chap.100 PA 46,300

162,000
209,900

57,000
46, SOO

I

·-
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(?)INDUSTRIAL ~OLICY
(a)

268.

Principles of industrial policy to date
The oil crisis showed up both the energy problems and the structural

weaknesses of European industry.

Too little attention was paid to these

questions during the years when the economy was healthy.

Given that

industrial production in the Community is based on high wages and costs,,
during time3 of economic crisis the failure to rationalize, innovate or
reorganize becomes particularly obvious.
269.

rt has not proved possible to date to solve the structural problems

referred to above, although the Member States have found it necessary to
attach greater priority than before to restructuring production factors in
the framework of their economic policy.
.

- ----

-

---- -

That is why the Community must devel~p an industrial l)blicv that
will overco:ne these inadequacies.
270.

A first general survey of the aims of thls industrial policy can be

found in a memorandum from the Commission to the council on the Community's
industrial policy, dating from 1970. Here too the main aim of industrial
policy is to create the requisite conditions for an internal Community
market and set up a framework. for cooperation and mergers between undertakings in the Community.
27t.

It is only very recently that the Commission has taken tangible,

practical, economic steps to establish an industrial policy, in the form of
1
•
s t rue t ura l po l"1c1es
•
I

I

272.

Indeec, industrial policy measures do not constitute a specific policy,

since the instruments overlap with those of many other policies.

The

motives for evolving a specific type of industrial policy can also be very
varied , e • s . :
to ensure the Community's independence in a strategically important
sector (steel, energy),
to offer incentives to some promising industries in order to promote
growth and further development in certain sectors,
- to encourage innovation and technical progress.

1

Action programme for 1978, p. 16 (COM(78) 52 final)
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273.

In any case, the individual measures must be integrated in an overall

policy so t~at they do not contradict or counteract each other.
274.

The main aims of industrial policy can be described as follows

- to improve productivity, generally;
- to maintain a high level of employment;
- to mainta~n and/or increase the ability of enterprises to compete;
- to help t.J improve the quality of life of workers, conditions of work and
.
1
the envir:,nment
275. At pre3ent industrial policy must certainly give priority to employment

policy and ·:o improving competitiveness.

Yet a practical industrial policy

must also help achieve the aims of other policies, (e.g. energy, research
and structu~al policy).
276.

So its aims are necessarily closely related to and interdependent with

other Community policies: social and regional policy, economic and
monetary policy, and also development, environmental, agricultural and even
educational policy.
277.

Some years ago Parliament pointed out that industrial policy plays an

important role in the achievement of economic union·, without which there can
2
be no monetary union • The current revival of practical steps leading
towards economic and monetary union by establishing closer monetary ties
should also make it possible to adopt industrial policy measures which will
improve competitiveness and bring Member States• economic systems into
closer aligLment. The chances to improve growth and employment can be
increased or.ly if a better balance is established and the divergences between
Member Stat~s

are reduced.

The wider margin for action available today

must be exp~oited in order to restore continuous growth without endangering
the success of the efforts to combat inflation.

This can be done only

through cooperative action at Community level.
(h)

Conditions for industrial policy measures

Measures of industrial policy should normally be kept as general as
possible and help undertakings to gain easier access to financing sources in
times of recession or other difficulty, and also stimulate demand and improve
the overall profitability of the economy.

278.

1

2

See also t~e COUSTE report on the Community's industrial policy
(Doc. 277/73) , p. 9)
See Doc. 277/73
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279. Where it proves unavoidable to take individual support measures or even
protectionist action in certain sectors or branches of industry, the following criteria should be applied with a view to employing Community resources
in a sound and economic manner
- the measures should be taken for a limited time only and be phased out
according to a fixed timetable,
- they should be aimed at reducing surplus or obsolescent capacities as
quickly as possible in order to enable the industry to produce at
competitive prices again,
- private risk capital should also participate,
- they should go hand in hand with the establishment of a tight business
policy based on efficient management,
- they should be backed by social and regional policy measures,
- last but not least, they should be transparent for the general public and
be clearly integrated into a specific overall policy.
~80. Suitable conditions of competition must in any case remain the basic

requirement and foundation of an industrial structural policy. Hitherto the
most efficient instrument for converting obsolescent structures has always
proved to be the free play of market forces and the regeneration of
industries and industrial sectors on the basis of free competition and an
open market. Central steering mechanisms and support measures have proved
ineffectual in the long run.

as1.

There should be no intervention in the
mechanism unless future economic and social
markets were not recognized or satisfied on
research and energy sector, the environment
area of infrastructure.

free play of the market
requirements in some sectors or
time, for instance in the
and health sector or even the

282. Intervention is also acceptable if major industrial branches find it

impossible to reorganize without external assistance and social and regional
policy support measures prove necessary.
283. The Community can and should intervene only in order to coordinate

existing national measures and aids and integrate them into a common overall
policy so as to prevent the disintegration of the Community as a result of
individual states taking protectionist measures.
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(c)

Industrial policy priorities of the Commission and Parliament
Commission

284. Industrial policy occupies an important place in the Commission's action
programme for 1978. In particular, the Commission considered it necessary
to create an early-warning system for sensitive sectors and to carry out
analyses of the sectors experiencing structural difficulties. It announced
measures
footwear
and data
together

for crisis-hit sectors, such as steel, shipbuilding, textiles,
and paper, and for growth sectors such as technology, electronics
processing. It also announced aid for the iron and steel industry,
with regional and social support measures.

285. Industrial policy is also regarded aa a general and medium-term priority
with implications for the 1979 budget in the Commission's 'Global appraisal
1
of the budgetary problems of the Community• • The budget is clearly
allocated the function of an instrument of redistribution and stabilization:
in the medium term it is considered necessary to restructure the productive
apparatus, which will have social and regional consequences, and to promote
the growth sectors. The continuation of measures begun in 1978, such as
giving loans and interest relief grants and earmarking appropriations to
enable the Community to apply a direct stimulus to reorganization efforts
and to upgrade existing financial instruments (BIB, Social Fund and Regional
Fund), should also have practical repercussions on the 1979 budget.
Parliament
286. The industrial sector is also one of the priorities set by Parliament
in its 'Guidelines on the budgetary and financial policy of the European
2
Communities for 1979' (Part II) • Here Parliament is in agreement with the
Commission in calling for increased Community aid to reorganize the critical
sectors of iron and steel, textiles and shipbuilding. It also supports the
promotion of growth industries such as aviation.
(d)

Conclusions

287. The Commission's total budget appropriations in the preliminary draft
budget for 1979 for crisis-hit sectors in Article 375 are 22 million EUA PA
and 30 million EUA CA. Five million BUA PA and 10 million BUA CA are
earmarked specifically for the oil-refining sector.
l COM(78) 64 final
2

Doc. 54/78
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As regards growth sectors, the Commission has entered appropriations
only in respect of two areas:
- data processing - 8 million EUA PA, 17 million EUA CA
- aerospace

- 7 million EUA PA, 5 million EUA CA.

Electronics was only given a token entry.
288. No specific provision is made for the steel industry, shipbuilding,

textiles, paper or telecommunications.
Here too, however, as has been pointed out several times, industrial
policy must be seen as interrelated with policies in other fields.

This

gives the following general picture, taking account of the appropriations
earmarked and of the accompanying measures under the Regional Fund and the
Social Fund and in the energy field:
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Measures specifically in the industrial policy field (Chapter 37)
in EUA x 1000
1978
budget

Crisis sectors

CA

1979
prelim.
draft

20,000

40,000

1979
draft

Rapp.
prop.

t.e.

40,000

PA 17 ,OOO
27,000
(3750, 3751)
t.e.
27,000
----------==,:·-=========== -------== =========== =======
Growth sectors
CA
2,920
17,000
2,000
17,000
(Chap.loo)
Data processing
8,832
1,700
832
8,832
(370}
1,000
(Chap.loo)

I

Aerospace (3710)

CA

15,000
(Chap. 100

5,000

t.e.

5,000

PA

8,000
1,000
( Chap.100)

7,000

t.e.

7,000

(Technol. research)

----------t==============•=======~=======~ ========= =====
Other measures
CA
t.e.

PA

750
(Chap.100)

-----------'-=========--====

Lt.e.
750
(Chap.100)

2,000

-----=-=- ==

=======

support measures under other budget headings
- Agriculture &
industry
(workers)

CA

35,000

35,000

PA

61,000

53,000

I

35,000
32,000

. (Art. 500) l

============== ========= =
- Improvement of
. employment sit.
(Item 5100)1

1

CA 281,000

326,000

========== ========

315,000

PA 275,000
333,000
231,000
i================ ==-==-=----~====~

~-~-~

No differentiation between industry and agriculture possible
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(8)

ENVIRONMENT AND CON~UMER PRCYI'ECTION

289

In its guidelines for the 1979 budget 1 , Parliament gave budgetary

priority to the environment policy. It did so in order to make it
quite clear that it intended to develop this policy beyond its present
embryonic stage and bring it in the coming years to the critical point
at which Community budget expenditure begins to have an appreciable
effect on structures.

It would be deplorable to expose the Commun;ty's

environment policy to criticism on the grounds that it amounted to no
more than a charade because of the symbolic nature of the expenditure
involved.
(a)
290.

Backg:round
The foundations of the Community's environment policy were laid by

the European Council in Paris on 19 and 20 October 1972, when the Heads
of State or of Government declared that 'economic expansion is not an
end in itself.

Its firm aim should be to enable disparities in living

conditions to be reduced.

It must take place with the participation of

all the social partners. It should result in an improvement in the
quality of life as well as in standards of living. As befits the genius
of Europe, particular attention will be given to intangible values and
to protecting the environment, so that progress may really be put at the
service of mankind'. They also emphasized 'the importance of a Community
environmental policy' and invited the community institutions to establish
a programme of action accompanied by a precise timetable.
Following this initiative, the community adopted the first and
second Community environmental action programmes.

The present

environment policy is based on the second programme (1977 to 1981),
adopted by the Council on 17 May 1977.
(b)

The broad lines of the Community's policy so far

291. As part of its two environmental action programmes, the Community

has put into effect various measures to prevent pollution and improve
the environment.
292. It has three ways of implementing its policy:

- studies and research programmes to define objectives and assess the
results of the measures taken;
directives coordinating Member States' action in the various fields
covered by the actionprogramme;

.,....· ..:

' -,i
...

1

BANGEMANN report, Doc.' r·54/78, paragraph 9 of the resolution
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participation by the Community itself or by the Member States in
relevant international projects.
Quite recently it has also organized various promotional and
information programmes on environmental problems.
293. So far, the commission's efforts to extend Community action to
all fields of pollution control and environmental improvement have
achieved the following results:
- some forty texts have been adopted by the Council and another thirty
are currently being discussed:
- more than 130 laws have been drawn up in the Member States and 50 of
them are already in force:
- research and studies have provided impetus and drive throughout the
Community, leading to a gradual awakening of public interest in
environment problems:
- participation by the Commission in the management of international
organizations and conventions plays a major role in generating
support for the idea of taking more account of the envir·onment in
economic development.
294. Unfortunately, the commission's activities have been subject to

considerable delays, which have often been criticized by Parliament
and which in the main are due to the slowness of the council.
Under the pressure of pub1lc opinion or on dramatic occasions
the Council makes noble statements of intent. But when it comes to
·finalizing the texts of directives or ensuring that they are applied,
it lacks the enthusiasm to take rapid decisions.

295. Parliament, for its part, has often used resolutions and written
or oral questions to express its political support for Commission
proposals or suggest that it extend the scope of its activities in
some areas. So far, however, the budget has been put to little use
in this field.
(c)

Commission_~ro~osals_in_the_l979_~reliminarl_draft_bud~et

296. For technical rather than political reasons, the management of the
consumer protection and information policy and the management of the
environmer.t policy have been grouped together under one administrative
heading.
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As regards consumer_Erotection_and_information, the commission
proposes that appropriations be entered for the following measures:
- consumer protection studies (Item 3550) :

324,000 EUA, a 20% increase

justified by the continuation and intensification of studies already
underway;
- subsidies to European consumer organizations (Item 3551) :
an 8% increase.

324,000 EUA,

The amount of these subsidies depends on the

contributions made by the European consumer organizations;
- consumer protection and information measures (Item 3552) :
a 20% increase.

120,000 EUA,

A pilot study and other special measures in the form

of subsidies and contributions were undertaken for the first time in
1978.

It would be desirable to reinforce the Community's consumer

information campaign by publishing a brochure informing European
consumers of the peculiarities and terms of intra-Community trade
(customs franchise privileges, differences in price from one Member
State to another, formalities regulating intra-Community consumer
trade and monetary parities).
,(d)

communiti_environmental_erotection_activities

297.With the exception of Item 2986, which is devoted to Community
participation in certain international conventions, the Commission has
grouped appropriations together under Article 354 of the 1979 budget.
The appropriations requested relate to:
- environment studies:

1,800,000 EUA, an increase of 20%.

The studies

financed are intended to define the objectives of the environment
policy. It is worth noting that as part of its research policy the
Commission adminsters a five-year environmental research programme
with far more appropriations at its disposal for both direct and
indirect activities.
- specific public awareness schemes and educational activities (Item
3541):

240,000 EUA.

These appropriations should make a basically

scientific policy more comprehensible to the public.
- evaluation of the environmental risks associated with pollutants, and
setting up of atmospheric pollution monitoring networks (Item 3542:
325,000 EUA. This measure consists of meetings of national experts,
colloquiums, study contracts, information visits and the publication
of scientific reports. The increase in appropriations is justified
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the need to cope with new tasks: management of the fresh and
salt-water monitoring network and harmonization of pollution

by

measurement techniques.
- new measures to implement the directives on the environment (Item
3543):

~00,000 EUA.

This new measure and the corresponding

appropriation are justified by the fact that the Commission requir~s
the cooperation of external agencies and experts and has to organize
pollutior. measurement campaigns in order to Illi:lnage the numerous
directives.
- permanent inventory of sources of information on the environment
(Item 3544):

100,000 EUA.

This new item r~presents the implementation

of a council decision of 8 December 1975.
(e)

Action_to_be_taken_on_the_l979_bud~et

298. The proposals made by the Commission in the preliminary draft budget
have been formulated with a view to intensifying community action along
the present lines, bearing in mind that the community decision-making
bodies are perfectly willing to stress their desire for progress in
declarations of intent and resolutions, but the actual rate of progress
is extremely slow.
It is also in this spirit that the council has reduced the
Commission's already very modest proposals by a further 658,000 EUA
in the draft budget.
299·. On the basis of the guidelines laid down by Parliament in April,
the Committee on Budgets feels that the community's environment
activities should be converted into a genuine Community policy,
i.e. study and research should be translated into action. It therefore
proposes to use the budget and the entering of the appropriations to
provide an impetus by giving the Community the funds it needs to deal
effectively with environmental problems that are beyond the scope of
the Member States.
(f)

Appropriations

3DO. As regards consumer protection, an additional appropriation of

100,000 EUA under Item 3552 would make it possible to provide the
European consumer with more complete information. Additional
appropriations for Article 355 as a whole would help the Community to
cover the European and intra-community aspects of consumer protection
in its pro~ramme.
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301. In tha environmental sector, the Committee on Budgets proposes
that:
- an addit~onal subsidy should be provided to increase the administrative
resources of the Berne International Convention for the protection of
the Rhine against pollution;
- considerable increases should be made in the appropriations, and
eventually the staff, for the permanent inventory of sources of
information on the environment in order to create a proper documentation
service on the environment and natural resources;
- a community environment programme of relevance to employment should be
implemented as soon as possible;
- a plan to protect marine resources and prevent pollution by hydrocarbons
should be put into effect without delay,
- the commission should be given the means to apply and manage the
directives on the environment.
(g)

Staff

302. The unsatisfactory state of the present environment policy - it
must be admitted that the Community's action has not yet produced the
desired results - is largely due to the fact tha~ the commission does
not have enough staff to manage the policies and in particular the
directives for which it is responsible.

The committee on Budgets

therefore proposes that:
- the Commission should be allocated an adequate number of qualified
staff to manage the policy;
- the posts needed to launch the proposed new measures should be
created.
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TABLE

1978
Budget

1979
Prelim. draft

Rapp. prop.

1979
Draft

Item 2986
Rhine Convention

17,950

17,950

Item 3540

1,500,000

1,800,000

1,800,000

3541

200,000

240,000

220,000

3542

268,000

325, OOO

300,000

3543

400,000

token entry

3544

100,000

50,000

Community environment programme of relevance to
employment

+

20,000

+

400,000

+

100,000

+

10,000,000

+

50,000

+

100,000

.....
0

I\)

I !

V1

0

~
....

.
::t

3550

270,000

324,000

300,000

3551

300,000

342,000

315,000

3552

100,000

120,000

110,000

(9)

RESEARCH

303. The Community's research and science policy has reached a stage of
consolidation, in which coordination of the measures taken by the individual
states assumes considerable importance.

The direct actions of the Joint

Research Centre and indirect actions are roughly in equilibrium.

The

priority sectors are primary raw materials supply, development of industries
in a state of crisis and protection of the environment.

Research is thus

an important sector for the 1979 budget in that it has a stimulating effect
on the other policy sectors.
(a)

Principles and objectives of a common research policy

304. The Heads of State or Government of the Member States of the European
Community, meeting in Paris on 19/20 October 1972, announced their determination to define cormnon objectives and ensure a common policy in the field of
science and technology.
305. This policy required the coordination of national policies and joint
implementation of projects of interest to the Community. At the Copenhagen
Summit Conference of 14/15 December 1973, too, the Community was called upon
to develop more actively a common policy on industrial, scientific and
technological cooperation in all fields.
30~ On 1 August 1973 the Commission submitted to the Council a scientific
1
and technological policy programme , based essentially on the Commission's
communication of 14 June 1972 on 'objectives and instruments of a common
2

policy for scientific research and technological development• •
307. On 14 January 1974 the Council adopted four resolutions 3 on the
promotion of the common policy for science and technology. These resolutions
concern
- coordination of national policies and the definition of projects of
interest to the Community in the field of science and technology,
- participation of the European Communities in the European Science
Foundation,
1 Supplement 14/73 - Bull. EC
Supplement 6/72 - Bull. EC

2

3

OJ No. C 7 of 29.1.1974
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- an initial outline programme of the European Communities in the field of
science and technology,
- a programme of research as an instrument of forecasting, assessment and
methodology in the European Connnunity.
309. As a result of these activities by the Council and Connnission a
Scientific and Technical Research Committee was established and the
Connnission was instructed to draw up, by the end of 1976, a report on the
conclusions to be drawn from the experience gained ~uring the initial
period (1974 - 1976).
309. At the end of October 1975, acting on the Council's instructions, the
1

Connnission submitted an interim report on research and development. For
the first time, the Connnission's proposals for research and development were
accompanied by detailed budget estimates. The relevant expenditure figures
for the period 1976-1980 for JRC direct action and indirect action (based on
activities already adopted by the Council or proposed by the Connnission or
in preparation at the Commission) are shown in the table below. The actual
budget appropriations for 1978 and 1979 are given in parentheses (the 1979
figures relate to the preliminary draft).
in u.a. x 1000
Financing category
JRC direct action

1976

1977

70,587

89,000

1978~
94,000

1979
100,500

(114,345)( 117,485)
Indirect action

89,111 120,164

106,500
3

127,499 126,405 130,902
(80,879) (81,205)

As may be seen from the table, the appropriations entered for 1978 and
proposed for 1979 under JRC direct action are roughly in line with the 1975
forecasts. Only in the case of indirect action does one note a substantial
shortfall in the appropriations.
310· At the end of June 1977 the Commission submitted to the Council a
4

communication on the common policy in the field of science and technology,
containing new guidelines for the period 1977-1980.
1

Objectives, priorities and resources for a connnon research and development
policy (Communication from the Connnission to the Council) COM(75) 535 final
2
Compiled from the Commission's table in COM(75) 535 final, p. 10, and the
preliminary draft budget for 1979 (in EUA)
3
JRC total, including JET, excluding Chapter 100
4

COM(77) 283 final (Doc. 229/77)
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Parliament delivered its opinion on this communication at the
1
November 1977 part-session •
311. In its document the Commission states that some Member States still
adhere to a restrictive, non-committal concept of coordination which is
basically not in line with the Council resolution of 1974, so that the
efforts at coordination made hitherto do not appear to have met with
success.

The Commission rightly regards coordination as the backbone of

the Community's research and development policy.
312. The four main general objectives of the Community research and
technology policy are:
- the long-term supply of resources (raw materials, energy, agriculture and
water),
- promotion of internationally competitive economic development of the
Community,
- improvement of living and working conditions,
- protection of the environment and nature.
Furthermore, by comparing and examining the policies of the Member
States (research potential, plans, projects, budgets, methods) and by

313.

identifying, analysing and comparing the research objectives of the Member
States, the following four fundamental goals are to be achieved:
elimination of unnecessary and unwarranted duplication of effort in
national programmes,
- avoidance of divergent tendencies which would be contrary to the
interests of the Member States,
- improvement of efficiency or reduction of the cost of national and
Community projects,
- gradual harmonization of procedures for the formulation and implementation
of scientific policies within the Community.

1

Doc. 361/77, report by the Committee on Energy and Research, rapporteur
Mr HOLST
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(b)

Financial an<l budgetary
and technology policy

prospects of the common

research

314. The Commission's communication to the Council on the common policy in

the field of science and technology, the most recent fundamental document
in this area, offers an opportunity to assess the medium-term financial and
budgetary prospects of that policy.

The communication makes plain that

research activities, hitherto decided on in a haphazard manner by the
council, must be welded into a coherent policy~ furthermore, the content of
the policy must be defined in terms of objectives and criteria so as to
stimulate new actions.

That must be a fundamental and abiding Community aim.

315. The Commission also points out that 'a simplification of the present

planning and decision-making processes, greater efficacy and a more
responsive and dynamic Community research and technology policy' can be
attained only by analysing the individual structures and procedures, advisory
1
bodies and decision-making processes to determine their effectiveness •
316. The Commission has as yet no suitable system of evaluation that would

enable it to make a precise and systematic assessment of the effectiveness
of projects, without which there can be no solid foundation for determining
and deciding on new research activities. This second proposal for a Council
decision is designed to create such an instrument. It is to be hoped that
the Council will quickly take such a decision, not least because it will
assist sound utilization of budget appropriations.

317~ As the Committee on Budgets has already shown in its report on the
European Parliament's guidelines on the budgetary and financial policy of
2
the European Communities for 1979 (Part II) Community expenditure on
research is negligible when compared with the funds allocated by all the
Member States put together, and indeed also in relation to the funds applied
by them for international - other than Community - cooperation in this
sector:

1

Doc. 229/77, p. 44

2

Doc. 54/78, p. 16
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National budgets (in

Research
expenditure

EUA X

1000)

Total

% of nat.
budgets

7,234,000

3.25

Community budget
% of EC Total
budget

98.7

93,000

% of nat. % of EC
budgets
budget

1.87

1.3

318. The objectives and programmes recently proposed by the Commission have
no chance of success unless public financing for the Community as a whole is
sharply stepped up.

In other words a better balance must be struck between

share of Community expenditure in relation to national expenditure, and the
research appropriations in the Community•s budget must be increased.
319. The fundamental aim must be coordination of national activities and
transfer of activities and programmes to Community level in those cases
where the Member States' technical and financial resources are stretched to
the limit.
(c)

conclusions

320. The appropriations allocated to the scientific and research policy may
be summarized as follows:

-
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RESEARCH
Art. or
Item

Heading

1978
Budget

3300

Nuclear
safety

CA 38,876

future
energy

CA 14,752

Environ.
resources

CA

Reference
techniques

CA 15.728

Service
activities

CA

HFR
reactor

CA 11 479

Essor
reactor

CA

3301
3302
3303
3304
3-310
3330

3331
3332
3333

&

Services
Protection
JRC establ.

PA 39,100
PA 14,615
PA

9.387
9,712

-

PA 15,731
PA

8,380
8,593

PA 10,632

PA

9.561
9,552

PA

1,967
1,996

CA

5,500

PA

4,455

CA

PA

1.332
1,535

CA

6,453

CA

( in EUA x 1000
amounts rounded off)
1979
Prelim.
Draft

1979
Draft

39,443
idem
39,382
idem
:: ======== = ===========
idem
14.128
14,335
idem
:=========I===========
9.115
idem
8,733
idem
:: -------== ===========
16.009
idem
15,919
idem
:: --------== ===========
8,558
idem
8,495
idem
:: ======== = ===========
{c!em
12 006
10,851
idem
:=-------- = = - - - - - 13 209
10.686
13,209
10,686
:: -------== ===========
3,269
idem
3,270
idem
:= ======= ~ =========
4,212
2,000
2,212
(in chao.100)
3,292
2,000
1,292
(in Chap.100)
:: ========= !=---==.--==
· 'iderp
1.317
1,386
:: I========= ==========
6,412
6,412
50,000
20,000
(Chao.loo)
Cchao.100)

3350

3351

Training

Fusion and
plasma
physics

PA 25,852

tae111

26,812
26,500
(Chap.100)

26,812
10,000
( Chap.100)

-

JET

CA

PA
3352
-

Radiation
protection

i:A

PA

8,029
t.e.
t.e.
( Chap.100)
28,000
idem
5,600
:: :========= =============·
3,890
5,562
idem
8,190
idem
8,461

===== ====== -=============-
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( in EUA X 1000
amount rounded off)

RESEARCH
Art. or
Item

Heading

1978
Budget

3353

Reference
~terials

CA

955

PA

1,291

CA

2,307

PA

5,357

CA

694

1979
Prelim.
Draft

-

3354

Environment

Plutonium
recycling

-·
Storage
radioactive
waste

CA

Reprocessing

3359

Decommiss.
nuclear
instal.

=============!==========

CA

Sec. raw
materials

CA

260

1,902

1,344

1,084
260

(Chap.100:

-4.399

=-=========== I=========
627

idem

======================= =~=======.

PA

PA

Long-term
forecasts

260

-

~

3362

idem

-

3358

Prim. raw
materials

idem

4,199
5,133
idem
======= =========== i========
1,241
1,241
CA 22,157
4,000
7,000
(Chap.100)
(Chap.loo
9,744
PA 23,907
9,744
3,428
2,000
(Chap.loo'
(chap.loo)
... ========!==========
No appropriations entered

Energy
research
& dev.

3361

677
4,800
(Chao.100)
2,977
2,400
(Chap.100)

idem

PA

3357

3360
(new)

idem

(cbaiJ... 100) {
PA

3356

2,817
(Chao.100)
2,140

:= ============ !==========

~

3355

1979
Draft

CA

PA

- CA

PA

2,296

500

500
(Chap.100)

5 OOO
2,000
179
533

996

500
(Chao.loo
500
(Chap.loo

========== F===========
4,295
(Chap.100)
1,795
(Chap.100)

t.e.

t.e.

i============= ========
6,549
4,049

idem
idem

I============ =========
957
857

idem
857
(Chap.100)

============~ ========== == -======= =
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RESEARCH

(in EUA x 1000
amount rounded off)

Art. or
Item

Heading

1978
Budget

3363

Water-cool.
reactor
safety

CA

t.e.

PA

t.e.

Uranium
prospect.

CA

PA

2.846
800

Paper and
board
recyclinq

CA

t.e.

PA

t.e.

CA

-

3364
3365

3366
(new)

Climatology

PA
3370

Nuclear
safety

CA

PA
-

3371

Coordinated
projects

CA

PA

3372

Staff

CA

PA
3380

3381
3388

1979
Prelim.
Draft

-

1979
Draft

3,319
(ChaP.100'
1,219
1,21.9
(Chap.100)
==: ========== = ==========,::
193
154
993
954
:: ==---------== ==========;
1.621
idem
3,319

621
idem
:: •=--------== ==------==

2,117
t.e.
(Chap.100)
t.e.
717
(chap.loo)
===------== ---=----==
408
idem
426
408
426
idem
== ========= ====--====
524
60
750
1,900
615
1,547
(Chap.loo'
( ChaP.100) (Chap.100)
41
780
554
1,045
475
874
(Chap.loo)
(Chap.100) (Chap.100)
--= I======== =========== •.
257
idem
48
idem
257
48
!=========· =• ========
idem
1.339
1.276
1,339
1,276
idem

Staff
BR 2
reactor

CA

Other res.
staff

1.231
idem
idem
1,231
========== : ======= =
t.e.
CA t.e.
t .e.
PA t.e.
t .e.
t.e.
-========= F =========: =========

Services

Total
( incl. Chap.loo)

PA

========= ============

= ==========,

PA

1.219
1,219

CA

179,941

225,615

181,972

PA

200,062

251,593

227,698

CA

- -

"'
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EDUCATION

{10)

No well-defined Community education policy exists as such.

321.

Neither

is it possible to formulate one in the context of the budgetary procedure.
We shall therefore examine whether the available budget appropriations could
provide a realistic basis for such a policy in the future.
(a)

The_EuroEean_Universiti_Institute_in_Florence

The situation as regards the European University Institute in Florence

322.

is dictated by the Convention setting up the Institute of 19 April 1972

(OJ

No

C 29, 9.2.1976).
In spite of joint financing by the Member States, the University Institute
The Community does not
in Florence has not made as much headway as expected.
want a stagnant University Institutei it expects dynamic aniversity work which
will exert a direct and positive influence on European integration.
324.

The Commission is therefore justified in its efforts to ensure that

the University Institute is financed from Community funds at the earliest
possible date, the Convention making provision for such financing as from
1 January 1978.
It has entered an appropriation of 400,000 EUA in Article 288,
which can be used pursuant to Article 19 (2) of the Convention to cover the
expenditure of the European University Institute without having to wait until a
number of provisions of this Convention are amended.

At this intermediate

stage, the Commission proposes that the following amounts be made available_.:
for scholarships
for the research fund

180,000 EUA
120,000 EUA

for fellowships

100,000 EUA

This appropriation seems inadequate.

325.

When visiting the University'

Institute, the rapporteur formed the conviction that a minimum appropriation
of 600,000 EUA was required for an effective scholarship policy.
(b)

Financing_the_EuroEean_Foundation

326.

At the beginning of April 1978 in Copenhagen the European Council

agreed on the legal basis and seat of the Foundation.
It was decided that
the Foundation should be set up in Paris and the legal basis laid down in a
special Convention, although the Commission and several Member States had
advocated a common legal instrument on the basis of Article 235 of the EEC
Treaty.
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327.

The financing of the Foundation, which the European Council decided to

set up at its meeting of 6/7 December 1977 on a proposal from the Belgian
Prime Minister, Mr Leo Tindemans, still presents problems.
However, it is
expected that all outstanding problems will be solved by the second half of
1978, so that the Foundation, which is intended to familiarize European
citizens with the notion of European integration, can begin its work.
328.

As regards financing, the Commission has so far proposed a Community

subsidy amounting to 5 million, 10 million and 20 million UA for the Foundation's
first, second and third years of operation respectively.

The Member States

have put forward a variety of suggestions, but it is clear that the contributions
they have in mind are of a considerably lower order.

Neither is there any

inforpiation concerning the contributions which could be expected from public or
priva~e sources.
329.

Seven of the Member States recommend Community participation in the

Convention setting up the Foundation, because they find it inconceivable that
the Community as such should not have a share in a European Foundation specifically
created to further understanding of European integration and to promote this ideal.
330.

So far, however, it has not been possible to overcome the basic

reservations of two Member States regarding Community participation in the
setting up of the Foundation.
33i.

The Committee on Budgets

urges that all expenditure connected with the setting up of the Foundation
be entered in the draft budget;
calls on the Commission to submit without delay a comprehensive financial
statement justifying the financial aid required;
urges the Commission, with regard to the administrative structure of the
proposed Foundation,· to submit full details of staff requirements, the
establishment plan being subject every year to Parliament's approval in the
context of the budgetary procedure;
urges that the Foundation's multi-annual work programme be submitted to
Parliament for its approval and that an annual programme be submitted to
the budgetary authority together with the Foundation's estimates and
establishment plan.
(c)

Jndividual_Erojects

332. The Committee on Budgets calls for the appropriations entered in the
preliminary draft to be reinstated for the following projects:
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Jh•m

l'l.'O -

J111pl,•111,,11t.llin11 nl

lh,1 C:1clucut-.jon prngr.lmma -

2,0l',,onn mJ/\

Item 3930 - Expenditure on 'protection of the architectural heritage
and promotion of cultural exchanges' - 240,000 EUA;

the creation of

new lines:

Item 3932 - Promotion of residential adult education
(see KELLETT-BOWMAN Report, Doc. 158/78 and the relevant opinion
of the Committee on Budgets)
Items3933,- Promotion of language teaching in schools. and exchanges
3934 and
3935

of pupils and teachers
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The budget appropriations for the above mentioned educational
sectors are therefore as follows:
in EUA
Art.

Heading

1978

1979

budget
289

European
Schools

prel.draft

1979

draft

Rapp.
props

CA

31,560,400
PA 27,291,gOO 30,060,400
idem
:. ========= -----=--== -==:.========

--

100

European
Schools

CA

PA

1,082,000

750,000

~:

288

CA
European
Univ. Inst.
in Flore~ PA token erl:cy

-

396

3930

Subsidy
for Eur.
Found.
Expendit-.
ure on
cultural
progects

3931

Cultural
events

New
line

Adult
Education

idem

750,000

-- ---- --· -- --- --· ---·

-:=

400,000
t.e.
600,000
= ========= ========-=== r=-==-----

PA

500,000

5,000,000

500,000

8,000,000

PA

180,000

240,000

200,000

240,000

75,000

75,000

-

-

PA

PA

3932

-

100,000

CA

3,000,000

PA

J,,,00(),000

3933

Language
teach. in
schools

New
line

Exchange
of pupils

CA
PA

5,000,000
2,000,000

Exchange

CA
PA

5,000,000
2,000,000

New
line

3934

New
line
3935

of

teachers
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(11) COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT AID
333. For the 1979 budget Parliament has singled out cooperation with the
non-associated developing countries as its only priority in the field of
development aid and cooperation.
It feels that the development of the other activities covered by
this policy will be impeded in the short term by a number of obstacles.
Before Parliament can consider any substantial increase in food aid,
the decision-making machinery, methods of implementation and principles
will have to be reviewed (this is currently being done).
- Parliament will not be able to exert any decisive or significant influence
on the policy of association with the ACP States before the Lome
convention is renewed.

It therefore expects the Commission to submit

financial proposals.
- The Mediterranean policy is subject to delays because of the inadequacy
of the current procedures for the parliamentary supervision of decisions.
The proposals of the Committee on Budgets will also reflect the desire
1
to implement the decisions of the European council in Bremen at budgetary
level.
(a)

The_Community's_develoement_aid_and_cooE9ration_eolic~

334. This policy is a typical example of the scope offered by the EEC Treaty
for developing the community's activities.
In the first place, Part Four of the EEC Treaty originally provided
for an association only with the overseas countries and territories.
Subsequently, the association was extended to the AASM and then the ACP
and will soon be allocated a place in the general budget.
Secondly, a genuine Community food aid policy has developed solely
on the basis of international conventions.
A policy of aid for the non-associated developing countries was
recently implemented on the

Commission's initiative by means of a simple

decision by the budgetary authority.
Lastly, the Community has concluded a series of financial and
technical cooperation agreements as part of the 'overall Mediterranean
approach•.
1 see para. 10 of the conclusions of the President of the European council
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335.

These spontaneous developments have adversely affected the consistency

of the policy but the Commission has made laudable efforts to remedy the
situation.
It has tried to bring all food aid activities together in a mediumterm triennial target programme that provides the setting for the
individual programmes adopted each year.
It has proposed defining the principles of a policy towards the nonassociated developing countries in a regulation and has adopted guidelines
in a communication to the Council.
336. This, however, is not enough.

The present policy centres on four or

five sectors characterized by disparate principles and methods.

Moreover,

the present state of budgetary management is often very unsatisfactory,
especially in the field of food aid, and the delays in implementation are
chronic.
(b)

!~:_Commission's_proposals_for_l979

337. Although they represent a considerable increase over the 1978 budget
(26.22% for commitments and 48.3% for payments), the proposals made by the
Commission in the preliminary draft do not reflect its view that 'development cooperation is one of the four priority areas'.

The Commission was

admittedly thinking of medium-term budgetary prospects, but the 1979
preliminary draft in no way reflects the qualitative and quantitative
leap forward announced in the guidelines; instead it merely continues the
present policy into the future.
(c)

Food aid

--------

338~ In the main the Commission adheres to the estimates made in its
triennial target programme for 1977 - 1979.
As regards skimmed milk powder, it has proposed a total of 150,000
tonnes, which corresponds to the minimum hypothesis in its programme, but
for butter oil it proposes 10,000 tonnes more than the minimum.
As regards cereals, although the Commission's proposals show an
increase of 414,500 tonnes over the preceding financial year, they are far
below the minimum

laid down in the target programme.

It should ~lso be

noted that these proposals imply that the increase provided for in the new
Food Aid Convention now being negotiated will be entirely the responsibility
of the Community.
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As regards sugar, apart from the 6,153 tonnes for UNWRA (the same as
last year), the Commission proposes granting 3,847 tonnes to various
developing countries which put in applications.
(d)

Coorzeration_with_non-associated_develoEing_countries

339. This is perhaps the only sector in which the Commission's proposals
correspond to its guidelines.

It in fact proposes an overall increase of

40 m EUA in commitments and 15 m EUA in payments.

It is therefore

entit~c~ to state that 'this gives a total which begins to look more
meaningful both from the political angle and in relation to the scope of
possible operations'.
(e)

community_contribution_towards_schemes_concernin~_developin~_countries

carried_out_bi_NGOs
340. The Commission proposes no increase in commitments for this article
but merely keeps to the same level as for the preceding financial year.
Its justification for this is that the increase in the workload involved
in entering the appropriations has not been offset by a corresponding
increase in staff.

Although this of course has to be taken into

consideration, it is certainly not a decisive factor.
(f)

Contractual_coorzeration_in_the_Mediterranean_basin

341. Far from proposing an increase in this sector, the Commission has been
obliged to propose a 14.5% reduction in commitment appropriations as
compared with the preceding financial year. Furthermore, after proposing
a total of 136.8 m EUA in payments appropriations, it then reduced them by
8.1 m EUA.

This is fully justified because of the delay in implementing

all the cooperation agreements.

The present procedure for ratification by

the Member States is inadequate.
(g)

Action_to_be_taken_within_the_framework_of_the_l979_budget

342. In the draft budget, the Council states what its starting position
will be in the budget negotiations in the autumn. It again takes the view
that the normal rate of development advocated by the Commission is
excessive and it merely proposes that the various activities should be
maintained at the same level as last year which, in view of the various
cost increases, in fact constitutes a regression and amounts to a refusal
to take any initiative.

But it is not the Council's role or duty to act

as a driving force; it should rather provide a restraining influence.
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343. As in previous years, Parliament must provide the dynamic element.
It should act in the following two ways:
- Where cooperation policy cannot be developed at the rate desired because
of the procedural shortcomings, Parliament could propose modifications
of a technical nature which would show its willingness to find alternative
solutions: it could not increase the appropriations proposed in the 1979
preliminary draft.
- Where,,er possible in the various sectors, Parliament's objective could be
to raise appropriations to a level at which expenditure would have
political significance and a real budgetary impact.
(h)

Action of a technical nature

----------------------------

344. The objective proposed by the committee on Budgets is to ensure that
the development cooperation policy is consistent, but that is only possible
if the distribution of responsibility does not vary over the policy as a
whole.

The budget is admittedly not the place for resolving this problem

but as it has a bearing on Parliament's budgetary powers it ought to be
mentioned.

The Committee on Budgets proposes that the following action

be taken in the 1979 budget:
- introduction of the principle of commitment appropriations for food aid:
- the inclusion of a remark inviting the Commission to submit proposals
for direct aid for the execution of specific projects, as in the case
of 'Flood II', with 1a view to the implementation of food aid appropriations:
- creation of an adequate budgetary structure for EAC expenditure:
- creation of an operational budgetary structure for the EDF:
- the entering of appropriations for food aid refunds under Title IX:
- the maintenance of the minimum quantities of food aid proposed by the
Commission.
(i)

Increases_in_the_aeeroeriations_eroeosed

345. The Committee on Budgets proposes that new impetus should be given
to the policy of aid for the developing countries and that the Commission's
proposal for helping these countries to develop their own sources of energy
should be implemented as from 1979.
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This action would supplement the increased aid for the non-associated
developing countries proposed by the commission.
346. It also proposes that the budgetary m~asures for financing aid to

developing countries, jointly with the NGOs, should be pursued, but the
Commission must at the same time be provided with the staff needed to
carry out this task.
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conflict

( 12)

ENIARGEMENT
(a)
347.

The political challenge of enlargement
With their applications for accession to the Community,

Greece, Portugal and Spain, having only recently restored
democracy after a long period of dictatorship, have now committed
themselves to a political choice.
348.

The European Community must:
- conclude the basic negotiations with Greece on its
accession:
- open negotiations with Portugal: and
create the right conditions for a decision on the opening
of negotiations with Spain to be taken before the end of
this year.
The President of the council has stated that, in the negoti-

ations on the accession of new Member States, the political
necessity will be given a clear priority and that economic considerations, important though they are, will be considered as no
.
1
more than a means to an end.
349.

This will have considerable financial implications for the

existing Member States.

The economic problems of the three

applicant countries are huge:
- lower growth rates than in the Community of the Nine:
- serious regional imbalances:
- excessive dependence on agriculture:
- higher unemployment and worker emigration than in the Nine:
- a weak infrastructure with a low level of public sector
investment.
350.

Considerably greater demands will also be made on the

Community institutions.
become unmanageable.

The Community of the Twelve must not
There will have to be a return to majority

decision-making as laid down by the Treaty.
351.

Spain, Greece and Portugal are seeking to become members

of a strong Community.

A

watered-down, weakened Community

amounting to no more than a free-trade zone or a customs union
would be of little interest either to the applicant countries or
to the existing nine Member States.
1
German Foreign Minister, Mr Genscher, addressing the European
Parliament as President-in-Office of the Council on 4 July 1978
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35,2.

From an economic point of view, the accession of these countries

can be accomplished without serious difficulties only if satisfactory
economic growth is secured.
If the Nine can achieve a high growth
rate and this is matched by even higher growth in the applicant countries,
it should be possible to achieve integration without splitting the Member
countries into two distinct groups.
(b)

Coffimission studies

353.

In a communication forwarded to the council on 20 April 1978, the

Commission submitted its general considerations on the problems of
enlargement.
This was followed by a supplement entitled 'The transitional period
and the institutional implications of enlargement'.
A

comprehensive study of the problems associated with enlargement

was published on 27 April 1978 in a document entitled 'Economic and
sectoral aspects:
enlargement'
354.

Commission analyses supplementing its views on

(COM (78) 200 final).

From the point of view of budgetary and financial policy these

special studies using a simulated notional budget for a Community of
Twelve in 1978 are of considerable interest.

They provide a rough

estimate using macro-economic indicators, but no projections are made
for the budgets in the period 1979-82.
The estimates of total expenditure - broken down according to the
major categories of intervention and by applicant state - are also
extremely interesting.
Recapitulation of 1978 expenditure in million EUA
EUR-9

1. Guarantee

8666

1

Greece

Spain

400

600

Portugal

The Three [ EUR-12
(very round!
fiaures)

100-150

1100-1150
or in
rounder
figures
1000-1500

Section of the
EAGGF

2. Guidance
Section of
the EAGGF
3. Social Fund
4. Regional Fund
5. Other items
excluding
fixed 10%
reimbursement
6. Total excluding 10%
reimbursement
7. 10% reimbursment
8. TOTAL
(very round
fiqures)
1

9 700-10,200

473

100

200-250

50-100

350-450

800-900

570

20-50

80-120

90-130
125

190-300
420

750-900
1,000

50

300

581

105

190

1382

50

200

11672
690
12362

roundec roundec tounded
to
to
to
700
12504001350
560
20
60
10
700750

13001400

400600

23002900
rounded
to 100
24003000

1,600-1,700

+/-

14,300
400
800

i
1rounded to
i
15000

Including incidence of dual rate and MCAs.
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355.

Estimated revenue is as follows:
Recapitulation of resources in million EUA

1
·-

EUR-9

1.

Customs duties

2.

Levies and suga1
contributions
2,063

3.

1

2

2

Spain

Portugal

The Three

100+/-20 350+/-50 30+/-10

480+/-80

100+/-20 275+/-50 75+/-15

450+/-85

EUR-12

VAT

(a) 1%
(b) EUR-9 rate
for 1978:
0. 642 9"/o
(c) "Enlarged"
EUR-12 rate
0.77%
Other revenue
5.

4, 833

Greece

8,290

170

5,330

-

6; 380

610

110

890

-

-

-

130

470

85

685

15,322

370

1,235

215

,'ll 820

(b) EUR-9 rate
for 1978:
0.6429% VAT

12,362

-

-

-

(c) EUR-12 rate:
O. 77% VAT

13,400

330

1,100

190

TOTAL (1 to 4)
(a) 1% VAT

136
rounded
to
171 OOO

-

,-

1,620

rounded
to
15, OOO

The three applicant countries' national currencies have been converted at
a recent rate - that recorded on 2 January 1978.
At the 2 January 1977
rate used for the 1978 budget and the EUR-9 column, the total for the
Three would be 2,300 instead of 1,820, i.e. about 25% more.

It should be pointed out that if the Three were to become full members in
1978, the Nine would suffer a major loss of customs revenue.
It may be
expected, however, that accession will actually take place after duties
have progressively been abolished through the application of the various
association agreements.
This process has caused minimal annual losses
for the Nine and this will continue to be the case, account being taken
of the compensation resulting from the expansion of trade between the
Three and the Nine (an aspect to be examined in greater detail).

356.

The estimated additional expenditure of 2,400-3,000 m EUA is a clear

pointer to the huge increase in the size of the budget in the year of
accession.

It would be absurd not to make appropriate prior financial

arrangements in the financial years preceding accession, so that the necessary appropriations would be readily available to make the transition to

l

accession easier for the Community of the Nine as well as for the three
applicant countries.

Just as there should be a transitional period after

accession, there should also be a preparatory period before accession to
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ease the transition to a Community of Twelve and give more time to make
the necessary adjustments.
357.

The conflict between the Community and Spain over fishing zones

shows that enlargement cannot be accomplished from one day to the next
but must be prepared for gradually in every sector of Community activity
by makins appropriate financial arrangements.
If this is not done the Community will simply complicate the problems
of enlargement by its own conduct.

Conflicting policies in the period

before accession must inevitably increase the overall cost to the future
Community of Twelve.
358.

In the part of its preliminary draft budget for 1979 relating to the

Guidance Section of the EAGGF, the Commission has made only very modest
arrangements for alleviating the impact on the existing Member States of
competition from agricultural products imported from the three applicant
countries.
359.

The existing budgetary position in relation to the three applicant

countries, as set out in the preliminary draft, is as follows:
Appropriations under Article 962 for financial cooperation with
Greece on the basis of the Financial Protocol;
Appropriations under Item 9601 for financial cooperation with
Portugal on the basis of the Financial Protocol; (no further interestrate subsidies under the programme of emergency aid to Portugal);
no provisions in the budget for measures in favour of Spain;
there is the possibility of transferring appropriations from the
global operational reserve in Chapter 100 to cover new expenditure
in connection with enlargement under Chapter 96.
(c)
360.

Adoption of the draft budget by the Council
The Council was tempted to cut the appropriations under Chapter 96

by putting pressure on the Commission, but had to recognize that reduction
of commitment appropriations would hardly be acceptable.

It therefore

confined its reductions to payment appropriations for the Financial Protocols with Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria.
Portugal are not affected.
361.

Greece and

It is, however, to be regretted that the Council has deleted the

global oparational reserve in Chapter 100, thereby excluding the possibility of making prior financial arrangements for enlargement.
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(d)

Arrangements to be made by the European Parliament for 1979

362. The Committee on Budgets takes the view that only through a greater
financial commitment in 1979 will it be possible to prepare adequately
for the accession of the three countries concerned.

The Commission was

right to set aside appropriations for this purpose in the form of the
global contingency reserve.

It would after all be difficult to increase

the Financial Protocols with Greece and Portugal during their currency.
There have also been proposals along the same lines from the semiofficial bodies.
For instance, on 23 June 1978 in Madrid, the European
Chambers of Commerce proposed setting up a special fund for enlargement
which would promote measures to facilitate adjustment alongside the
1

Regional Fund and aid from the EIB.
363.

The Committee on Budgets therefore finds it regrettable that the

Council has deleted the modest appropriation of 15 m EUA PA and 50 m EUA
CA.

These appropriations were not to be applied solely in connection

with enlargement but were also intended to constitute a reserve for
energy, industrial and fishery policies.
The Committee on Budgets proposes that the global operational
reserve should be reinstated in the budget.
Even so, this would still
not guarantee that any priority would be given to expenditure in
connection with enlargement.
364.

It would therefore be prudent to create a special reserve under a

separate chapter to be applied exclusively to preparations for enlargement
through joint financing of specific investment projects

2

Priority

should be given to the following:
financing of infrastructures (in conjunction with internal Community
measures, e.g. structural policy on transport and agriculture);
integration with action in the private sector;
using the EIB to arrange interest-rate subsidies.

The resulting

multiplier effect could have an extremely positive impact with an
appropriation as small as 30 m EUA CA and 10 m EUA PA.

1
opinion of the Permanent Conference of Chambers of Commerce and Industry
of the EEC on Spain's application for membership of the European Community
of 23 June 1978, p.5.
2

see also the opinion of the Committee on Budgets for the Political Affairs
Committee on the prospects ·of enlar.gement- of the co·mmuntty· (PE 54. 579).
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365.

The appropriations for enlargement can be broken down as follows:
in m EUA

Art./
Item

Heading

9600

1978
Budget

Emergency aid

CA

to Portugal

PA

1979
Prelim.
draft

1979
Draft

Rapp.
prop.

========F=-----~======

Financial

9601

CA

7.5

PA

3.0

1

2.5

1

2.5

2.5

3.0

3.0

Protocol
with Portugal

3.0

~======= =======p========

Financial

962

Protocol

2

CA

22

PA

14.5

16.5
13.5

2

16.5

16.5

13.5

13.5

with Greece
-

!======== =======1========

Chap.

--Global operational reserve
for, inter alia,

100

,.

CA

,

PA

so

- ' ,/'·'

45 3

15

.. ?.; ..

10

new expenditure
relating to
enlargement
103

Special reserve
I for enlargement
i

I

-----------~======== 1====----==,=--~=
CA

30

PA

10

I
1

30 m EUA for five years

2 55 m EUA until 31 October 1981
3

Remarks to be applied (no longer for enlargement in view of new
Chapter 103)
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B.

Curtailment of agricultural expenditure (EAGGF, Guarantee Section)

366. Three main proposals for holding down agricultural expenditure have
been discussed during the budgetary procedure in previous years:
- fixing a ceiling on agricultural expenditure in the budget:
- freezing agricultural expenditure against specific budget lines at
the previous year's level, with the simultaneous creation of a
corresponding reserve in Chapter 100: the additional expenditure
expected each year should thus be coveied-by
-of- appropriations

_-transfe·ra

subject to authorization by the budgetary authority:
- requiring the Council to amend the basic agricultural policy
regulations, thus modifying the legislative provisions which cause
agricultural expenditure to be incurred.
None of these proposals has

been implemented.

367. The Commission makes repeated reference in this context to four
factors which condition its action in this politically sensitive area:
- cautious price policy:
- reform of certain market organizations:
- progressive elimination of the monetary compensatory amounts:
- introduction, on an experimental basis, of producer levies.
However, the indications given by the Conunission are not in themselves
sufficient for the pursuit of a successful strategy.
368. In the spring of this year, the European Parliament accordingly
reformulated its political objectives as follows!:
- better balance between expenditure on the common agricultural price
policy and the other appropriations shown in the budget, this balance
to be arrived at in such a way that the objectives of Article 39 of the
EEC Treaty are not obstructed:

1

Report on the European Parliament's guidelines on the budgetary and
financial policy of the European Conununities for 1979 (Part II:
sectoral and basic problems relating to budgetary and financial
policy - adoption of a position on the communication from the
Commission of the European Communities containing a global appraisal
of the budgetary problems of the Community).
Rapporteur:
Mr Martin BANGEMANN (Doc. 54/78).

-
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- avoidance of supplementary budgets in the -agricultural policy sector
by bringing agricultural price decisions under the normal budgetary
authorization procedure:
creation of an information system to give advance warning of exhaustion
of the available appropriations.
369. With a view to the attainment of these aims, the Committee on Budgets
and the Committee on Agriculture have instructed a joint working party to
present practical proposals, particularly in respect of the 'warning
system'.

The working party has begun its activities with the Commission's

full support.
370. The fundamental principles of agricultural expenditure are laid down
in regulations stipulating the types of intervention.

Efforts at reform

will therefore concentrate initially on these regulations:
- the Council and Parliament, as the two branches of the budgetary authority,
must cooperate in the enactment of agricultural legislation:
- the two institutions must keep the implementation of the agricultural
budget under constant review once the budget has been established.
371. The information system, as the second instrument for the attainment
of the objectives referred to above, must be designed in such a way that
an 'alarm' is sounded when a specific percentage of the appropriations
available for a particular market organization has been paid out and it
seems likely that the remaining appropriations will not be sufficient to
meet requirements arising before the end of the current budgetary year.
This information system would provide the budgetary authority in good
time with data to decide whether
a supplementary budget is necessary,
the financial requirements can be covered by the transfer of appropriations, or
- other price or structural policy measures are called for.
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C•

Staff and material requirements for implementation of the Community
policies

(a)

Staff expenditure

372. each year the Commission's personnel policy confronts the budgetary
authority with special problems.

The Community's new activities, reflected

in new or increased budgetary appropriations, can only be effectively performed if the Commission has suitably qualified staff at its disposal.
There are two ways of making staff available for new activities:
- by transfers within the Commission's administrative apparatus, or
- by the creation of new posts.
Staff transfers
373. The transfer of staff within an administrative organization is only
possible if certain conditions are met.

The first requirement is that

suitable personnel policy instruments must be available to enable these
staff movements to be effected under the conditions laid down in the
The Commission should make greater use of the
relevant staff regulations.
possibilities open to it in 1979.

The Commission must be in a position to

adapt smoothly to rapidly changing requirements.

If necessary it should

put forward proposals for amending the staff regulations or take organizational measures to facilitate transfers within its own establishment.
Inter-institutional_mobility
374. In addition to staff movements within the institution, the Commission
should make greater use of inter-institutional mobility.

Given that

staff are rarely recruited in theligher grades - recruitment normally takes
place in the lowest career bracket - it is vitally important for the
Commission to improve the general level of qualification of Community staff
through a balanced system of job rotation.
In view of the different modes
of operation and tasks of the individual institutions, movements between
them could broaden the horizons of the staff concerned.
New blood
375. The fact that recruitment is effected in the lowest grade of each
career effectively excludes the injection of new blood into the staff
The negative effects of this phenomenon could be counterestablishment.
acted by practical in-service training arrangements.
Far-reaching measures
of occupational training are of benefit not only to the staff but also to
the institution.
Through carefully planned training and retraining
measures the institution could facilitate the mobility referred to above.
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New_posts

376. Apart from the possibility of transferring existing staff, the only
course of action open to the Commission for the implementation of its
activities is to ask the budgetary authority for new posts.

These

requests have been examined by the rapporteur at two levels:
- at the level of the functional administrative unit required to perform
the new tasks (generally a directorate-general), and
- at the level of the Commission as an institution.

377. In the course of his enquiry the rapporteur has found that the
Commission cannot er1sily hurmonizc und balance its personnel requirements
at institutional l~vel.

'£'he European Parliament must see to it that its

political intentions, reflected in specific requests for appropriations,
are also accompanied by corresponding personnel policy decisionsr

only

then can the budgetary decision become politically effective.

378. This year, therefore, the European ~arliament will give its authorization for the posts requiring approval by the budgetary authority on a
specific basis, in such a way that the link between the request for appropriations and the increase in staff is made clear in each case.

The

budgetary authority will not in any way interfere with the organizational
prerogatives of the Commissioni

it wishes merely to create the material

possibilities for its political budgetary decisions to be translated into
practical action.

379~ Exactly as in the case of transfers of appropriations, the Commission
is at liberty to consult the budgetary authority on the'staff transfers'
necessary in the current budgetary year.
Detailed_consideration_of_the_reguests_for_Eosts
380. In 1978 the Commission has a total staff complement of
- 8,121 established posts
257 temporary posts.
In its preliminary draft budget, the Commission has requested the
following new posts for 1979:
- 488 additional established posts, and

36 temporary posts.
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381.

In accordance with Article 12 (4)a of the Financial Regulation of

21.12.1977, the Commission has explained its requests for posts in

a 100-page

document broken down into sectors:
- established posts in the normal careers:
123 A - 129 B - 140 C - 20 D
- language service:
27 LA
- temporary staff:
28 A -

8 B

The total staff complement would thus be as follows:

Established posts:
Supply Agency:

8,606

22

Temporary staff:

293

Publication Office:

242

Research activities (indirect actions):

355 established posts
125 temporary posts
(JET)

Research centres:

2,300
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382~ In its draft budget the Council has only met the Commission's

requests for posts on a very limited scale, i.e.
1 A2 instead of 3 A2
1 A3 instead of 5 A3
1 A3 temporary instead of 3 A3 temporary
1 post conversion

(AS/4 to A3) instead of 9

24 A4 to A7 posts instead of 115
26 B posts instead of 129
39 C posts instead of 140
9 D posts instead of 20
27 LA posts as requested.
383. In addition to the temporary A3 posts, the Commission had also
requested 25 temporary A_and 8 temporary B posts., ·The .;C81111e.t1'grant;ed
15 A posts and 5 B posts" and nopOl[St conversions in

th~ -~ career,

whe.re

two conversions of LA 5/4 posts to LA ·3··1uaa-been -proposed.
With a view to a more balanced distribution in the different career
brackets, the Council only decided to convert

t, B3

post 'hto B2.

In the case of local staff, 20 D posts were approved instead of the
requested 40 C posts.
384. The Committee on Budgets is of the opinion that the Commission cannot always
--

transfer the staff needed for the new policies from direc~orates-general
\

with a less heavy workload.

It therefore feels that the Commission should

The Council's hard line does not
be granted new staff for its new tasks.
correspond to the committee's political views in certain areas.
It therefore proposes that Parliament should make t-he -foHciwlncf fur'ther -pc:,sts
available:
- new actions
135 established posts ( 52 in grade A,

46 in grade B and 37 in grade C)

- Euratom_safeti_control
31 established posts (8 in grade A, 20 in grade Band 3 in grade C)
- develo:ement_ of _administrative_structure
98 established posts (26 in grade A, 19 in grade B, 43 in grade C and 10
in grade D)
- initial_incor:eoration_of_staff_of_the_EAC
26 established posts (18 in grade A, 1 in grade B, 7 in grade C)

and

81 temporary staff (40 in grade A, 17 in grade Band 24 in grade C)
The latter request does not involve any increase in expenditure.
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(b)

Decentralized agencies

385. The agencies which do not form part of the Cormnunity's normal structure continue to present a problem as they lessen the transparency of the
budget and are very difficult for the budgetary authority to control.
386. The following table lists the agencies concerned, together with the
appropriations made available to them for the financial year 1979.
Leaving aside the Statistical Office and the Publications Office because of the close administrative links existing with them - and the
European Centre for Vocational Training and the Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions - because of their special
position - it appears necessary in the first instance to solve the problem
pf the European Association for Cooperation (EAC), given the substantial
appropriations earmarked for it.
To ensure improved control over subsidies to the decentralized
bodies, it is proposed that the subsidies be broken down as follows in
the nomenclature:
Staff expenditure
Expenditure on materials
Operational expenditure.
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LIST OF GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES PAID BY THE COMMUNITY
TO AGENCIES OUTSIDE THE NORMAL INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE EXCLUDING GRANTS TO NON-COMMUNITY AGENCIES AND TO THE EUROPEAN SCHOOL
AND THE UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE IN FLORENCE

AGENCY

Article in
budget

Type of administrative
relation·snip

Amount in
1979 budget
- Pr-el.draft 11,293, OOO
11,293, OOO
Draft

Remarks

Subject of PETRE
report (DOC 486/74,
PE 38.485)

Computer Centre
(CIRCE) plus CETIS
refunds

224

Community agency with
pa.rtial autonomy

Statistical Office

264

Corresponds to DG at
Commission

Prel.draft
Draft

9,250,000
6,440,000

Supply Agency

280

Community agency with some
administrative autonomy

Prel.draft
Draft

905,300
875,300

Business Cooperation
Centre

281

Prel. draft
Draft·
.
..

135,000
90, OOO

EC Institute for ..
Economic Analysis
and Research

282

Community agency with some
administrative autonomy

Prel.draft token entry Not yet established
(1,500,000 in Chap.100)
token entry
Draft

Office for Official
Publications

287

Community agency with some
administrative autonomy

Prel.draft
Draft

European University
Institute of Florencj

288

Ancillary agency of the
Community enjoying administrative autonomy

400,000
Prel.draft
Draft
token entry

-

--~

"d

t1l

.

I

Established by Com.
decision of 2.5.73

12,200,000
12,118,000
Partial incorporation at request
of EP

VI

~

VI
0
0

"
.

Hi
I-'•

::,

•.. I . •.

Article in
budget

AGENCY

I-'

w

U1

Type of administrative
relationship

Prel.draft
Draft

U1

~

V1

0
0

.....'
HI
::,

750,000
720,000

300

European Centre for
Development of
Vocational Training

3010

Community agency with
administrative autonomy

Prel.draft 3,252,000
Draft
3,200,000

Discharge refused
for 197 ••

Grant towards Foundation for Improvement
of living and Working
Conditions

359

Community agency with
administrative autonomy

Prel.draft 2,590, OOO
Draft
2,590, OOO

Discharge refused
for 197 ••

European Foundation

396

Ancillary agency of Community

Prel.draft 5,000,000
Draft
500,000

Not yet established

Subsidy towards
European Association
Cooperation (EAC)

.

Remarks

Administrative Cornmission on Social
Security for Migrant
Workers

-

'd
t".l

Amount in
1979 budget

943
or

1

.

-

Ancillary agency of Community
- administrative autonomy

Prel.draft 5,312, 900
Draft
3,759,100

European_Association_for_Cooferation
387. The Committee on Budgets is of the opinion that the staff of the
European Association for Cooperation should on no account retain.their
present status of private employees of a Belgian limited company.
Regardless of whether a decision is taken to create an agency under public law,
as proposed by the Commission (Doc. 43/78) or whether the more far-..reaching
step is taken of arranging for the incorporation of the EAC into the
Community administrative structure (Aigner opinion PE 53.857), the staff
concerned should definitely appear as officials on the Commission's
establishment plan.
388.The committee on Budgets considers it important for the staff of all the
peripheral agencies to be clearly shown in a single document.

This is the

only way of ensuring political control.
Joint Research Centres
389. The Committee on Budgets has the impression that there are certain
management problems at the Joint Research Centres.
The personnel __policy
imposed hy the Council in recent years has led to a reduction in senior
research staff.
Staff losses have not been made good.
The committee has
therefore proposed a number of post conversions for the 1979 budget which
comply with the prohibition of any increase in the number of posts but nevertheless alleviate the structural problems of personnel policy.
The problem of budgetary presentation of ancillary staff in the research
sector has now been satisfactorily solved with item 3333.
Personnel expenditure is shown separately from actual programme expenditure.
(c)

Increase in appropriations for miscellaneous administrative purposes

390. Chapters 20-27 cover the Commission's miscellaneous administrative
requirements.
(However, Article 254 in Chapter 25 and Articles 272 and
273 in Chapter 27 do not fall under this category).
The Committee on
Budgets views with some misgiving the increase in expenditure between 1978
and the 1979 preliminary draft:
Budget 1978:
Preliminary draft 1979:

105,594,200 EUA
121,140,500 EUA

This is an increase of 15,546,300 EUA (14.72%).
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The greatest increase is accounted for by movable property (vehicles,
furniture etc.) representing
5. 7m EUA (44%)
and rental of buildings at
4. 9m EUA (11. 7%)
391. The Committee on Budgets has reservations about approving this increase

and calls upon the Commission to present proposals without delay for curtailing expenditure on rental and movable property.
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